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ICA PRESENTS LARGEST EXHIBITION 

OF ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE'S WORK 

The Institute of Contemporary Art (!CA), University of Pennsylvania presents 

ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE: THE PERFECT MOMENT, opening Friday, December 9, 1988. 

This is the first traveling exhibition--and the largest exhibition to date--of 

the works of one of the most important photographers working today. Curated 

by !CA director Janet Kardon, the exhibition features over 150 works dating 

from 1969 to 1988. The ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE show is the first one-man 

photography exhibit ever presented at !CA. 

The opening reception for ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE: THE PERFECT MOMENT is Friday, 

December 9, from 5:00 to 7:00 pm. The public is invited to attend . The show 

will run through January 29, 1989. 

ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE: THE PERFECT MOMENT features silver prints, platinum 

prints on paper and canvas, recent color photographs, Polaroids, unique photo-

collages that incorporate lush fabrics, and sculptural objects. Subject 

matter focuses on three traditional genres: still lifes, nudes, and 

portraits . Included in the show are Mapplethorpe's portraits of such leading 

visual and performing artists as Cindy Sherman, Andy Warhol, Lucy Ferry, David 

Hockney, Patti Smith, and Laurie Anderson. 

Art critic Kay Larson states in the accompanying exhibition catalog, " ... he 

(Mapplethorpe) invests this beautiful thing-in-the-world with an erotic charge 

that transforms it and ennobles it by the passionate entwining of its nature 

with the artist's." Speaking of his influence on photography she adds, 

" ... photography will never be the same." 
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The name of the exhibition, THE PERFECT MOMENT, is excerpted from Kardon's 

catalog essay. She writes, "Mapplethorpe captures the peak of bloom, the 

apogee of power, the most seductive instant, the ultimate present that stops 

time and delivers the perfect moment into history." 

ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE: THE PERFECT MOMENT will travel to the Museum of 

Contemporary Art, Chicago; the Corcoran Gallery of Art·, Washington, DC; the 

Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford; the University Art Museum, Berkeley, California; 

and the Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston. This major exhibition 

coincides with "The Sesquicentennial Project: Celebrating 150 Years of 

Photography in America." 

An interview with the artist, conducted by ICA director Janet Kardon, 

highlights the comprehensive exhibition catalog . Filled with both color and 

black and white reproductions, the 136-page publication also includes a 

dedicatory poem by alternative musician Patti Smith, and essays by curator 

David Joselit, critic Kay Larson, and Janet Kardon. Catalogs are available 

at the ICA. ICA has produced a special exhibition poster that may be 

purchased at the museum. Chosen for the poster is Mapplethorpe's "Irises." 

ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE: THE PERFECT MOMENT has been funded by Mr. and Mrs . Harold 

A. Honickman; the Dietrich Foundation; the Robert Mapplethorpe Foundation, 

Inc.; the National Endowment for the Arts, the Pennsylvania Council on the 

Arts; and the City of Philadelphia. 

ICA is located on the campus of the University of Pennsylvania, Meyerson Hall, 

34th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia. The gallery is open 7 days a week from 

10 am to 5 pm and until 8 pm on Wednesdays and Fridays (closed Christmas and 

New Year's Day). There is no admission charge on Wednesday. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY 

Walk on the Wild Side 
In tulips and torsos, 
Mapplethorpe finds a 
dangerous beauty 

R
obert Mapplethorpe is not an in
nocent bystander. He leaves little 
to chance. Whether he's photo
graphing a screen goddess or a 
tattooed leatherboy, a vase of tu-

lips or a muscled torso, the cool shimmer of 
his precise style makes almost any subject 
look dangerously beautiful. "I don't differ
entiate, really," he explained in a tele
phone interview last week. "Once I comm.it 
myself to a subject, Igo for it."Which is why 
his pictures can shock. His unabashed stud
ies of black male nudes are treated with the 
same disquiet ing elegance as his still lifes 
of eggplants or grapes. "He could never 
become a war photographer or a photogra
pher of accidents in the street," Susan Son
tag has written. "What he looks for ... is 
the quiddity or isness of something. Not the 
truth about something, but the strongest 
version ofit." 

Next week the first American retrospec
tive of Mapplethorpe's pictures will open 
at the Whitney Museum in New York. 
Though the exhibition is unlikely to still 
the controversy over his work-some crit
ics have attacked both the content and slick 
look of his surfaces-the recognition of 
Mapplethorpe is long overdue. The 41-
year-0ld artist is more than a recorder of 
potent images-he's been a lightning rod 
for an urbane cultural attitude. Coming to 
photography from the punk underground 
of the '70s, Mapplethorpe helped bridge the 
gap between the avant-garde art world and 
the realm of fashion, media and uptown 
chic. With such artists as the late Andy 
Warhol, he elevated advertising images 
and erotica to art. At the same time, his 
work is linked to such classic figures of 
photography as Edward Weston. 

As a teenager, Mapplethorpe had fled 
the suburban cocoon ofFloral Park, N. Y ., to 
study painting and sculpture at Pratt Insti
tute in Brooklyn. In one of his scrapbooks is 
a yellowed memento from his art-school 
days, a 1970 photograph of himself with 
punk princess Patti Smith on a visit to Co
ney Island. He'ssporting a fedora a ta rakish 
angle and wearing a devilishly confident 
grin; the bad-boy self-assurance was clearly 
there from the start. His early art work, 
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An obsessive perfectionist 
and I frequent, dntmatic 
subject of his own work: 
Self-portrait, 1988 

'I want to get I picture that Is 
the way I want to remember 
someone': Early Polaroids 
of Patti Smith, 1973 
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some of which will be exhibited 
for the first time at the Whit
ney, was fashionably conceptu
al and often employed pictures 
torn from porn magazines. He 
drifted into photography when 
he picked up a Polaroid to de
vise his own images. Smith, 
with whom he Jjved in the 
Chelsea Hotel, was his muse 
and frequent subject. 

Mapplethorpe was never shy 
about breaking taboos, and 
in the 1970s his work includ
ed harrowing photographs of 
gay sadomasochism. When the 
work was shown in SoHo in 
1977, it brought him instant no
toriety. For a photographer 
sometimes accused ofbeing pre
cious, the heart-quickening pic
tures from this series are a grit
ty reminder of his unflinching 
eye. As in all his work, he took 
care in the composition and use 
of light-a picture of"Helmut" 
in leather and bondage gear, for 

A cool style that makes 
almost any subject look 
dlsquletlngly elegant: 
'Calla Lily' 1988 

-.'xample, has nearly perfect symmetry. 
And because he was looking at a world he 
knew from firsthand experience, the pho
tographs, disturbing as they are, are frank 
but not leering. "I was in a position to take 
those pictures-I was rather obsessive 
about it. They were mostly friends of 
mine," he recalled. "It was the early '70s. 
You couldn't do it today." 

Sensuous nudes: From the beginning, Map
plethorpe also made photographs with wid
er appeal: the impeccable, surreal flowers; 
the sensuous nudes; the noble, sometimes 
eerie portraits. "I started with flowers be
cause it was a way to learn photography 
without putting people through a lot of 
problems," he said. With a vase of irises, 
he experimented with slats of light 
through a venetian blind; when be turned 
a calla lily upside down and put it under a 
spotlight, it looked like a dancer. When it 
came to nudes, he wasn't interested in 
ordinary Jumpy humans-he wanted the 
top of the line. He photographed Lisa 

Lyon, the woman bodybuilder; he posed 
athletic black men on pedestals. Other 
nudes are classical fragments-male and 
female torsos; a swath of back; buttocks 
and thighs so flawless they look like pol
ished bronze. 

The same idealizing esthetic plays into 
his portraits, many of which have been 
published in Interview magazine. The pic
tures aren't sneaky-he collaborates with 
his sitters to make them look their best. 
"There has to be some exchange to have a 
successful picture," be said. "I want to get a 
picture that is the way I want to remember 
someone. It's like a diary in the end. I think 
Diane Arbus is the opposite." The portraits 
have an immaculate finish-Carolina Her
rera, under the veil of a black hat, looks 
sculpted of marble-though some are star
tlingly immediate, such as the 1986 picture 
of Iggy Pop, gaping and stunned. And as a 
frequent, dramatic subject of his own work, 
Mapplethorpe is a mirror of contemporary 
narcissism. There he is as a grinning, cal-
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Blending formalism and feeling 
In classical images so flawless 
that they seem made of bronze: 
'Derrick Cross' 1983 

low youth, his bare arm thrown across the 
picture plane. Then he's James Dean in a 
leather jacket, a cigarette dangling from 
his lip. Suddenly he's out of a Fellini film, 
soft-faced, made-up and androgynous. But 
when he brandishes a knife, the picture is 
too contrived to be affecting- Mapple
thorpe doesn't need a weapon to show that 
he has sharp edges. 

Boyhood rituals: "My work is about order," 
he explained. "I'm a perfectionist." He 
once speculated that this obsession stems 
from the Roman Catholic ritual of his boy
hood. "I don't want anything to be ques
tionable," he said. "If I'm doing a head, it 
bas to be in the right position, where the 
nose hits the cheek." From the beginning 
he has used plane geometry to compose the 
picture surface-lining up the verticle ele
ments of a radiator against which a nude 
Patti Smith is posed, for example, or using 
the grid of tiles in a bathroom where Lisa 
Lyon sits. Though he's best known for the 
luminescence of his black-and-white pho
tographs, he has experimented increasing
ly with color. 

It is a bitter irony that on the eve of his 
retrospective, a triumph in a controversial 
career, Mapplethorpe is battling AIDS. De
spite his illness, he was making photo
graphs last week of 19th-century bronze 
sculptures-elegant pictures marked by 
the unmistakable glow of his painterly 
light. Like much of his work, these classical 
images are full of mystery and contradic
tions. They are formal and detached, yet 
charged with feeling. Despite the precision 
and calculations of Mapplethorpe's vision, 
the best of his photographs possess this 
touch of magic. 

C ATHLEEN M C G U IGA N 
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" ... Mapplethorpe's pictures take off when he has reached a climax 
of rapport, a state of emotional exhaustion, with his subject. .. " 
IN 1982, Robert Mapplethorpe TOOK A resembles that of a conceptual artist in to look at: men in leather and chains, 
picture of weight lifter Lisa Lyon that search of a bank of images to character· sometimes hung upside down, often sub
verges on the cheap and sensational- ize a socio-sexual-political position. The jected to grim and torturous sexual 
but only verges. Lyon, builder of the body Whitney, which rarely touches photogra- indignities. 
beautiful, staring with perfect composure phy, is doing his retrospective; a second Camera-oriented photographers such 
at the camera, opens the bodice of her show, which was actually planned first, as Garry Winogrand or Rosalind Solo· 
dress and tweaks her nipples. will open on December 9 at the Institute mon (whose pictures of AIDS sufferers 

Unlike pornography, which prefers were recently shown at Grey Art Gal-
to keep its taboos firmly in place (the lery) adopt a roving viewpoint, the 
better to violate them), this image metaphor of the eye as a lens: dis-
coolly aims a shotgun at the cultural tanced and ironic, perhaps. or com-
prohibition against self-arousal. The passionate, but always distinct from 
picture is riveting because of its utter the subject. It's not fashionable nowa-
candor. "Rights" and "wrongs" have days to erase the presence of the cam-
no place here; Lyon's arousal occurs era from the photograph. Mapple-
entirely within the physical compass thorpe has ignored such prohibi tions. 
given it by the God who created the By regarding the camera as a self-ab-
shock of sex. negating medium- a point of two-

Yet because of its bare effrontery, way transmission- he takes an atti-
this image also takes on the system of tude towa rd his subjects that is 
judgments and extrapolations that absolutely of a piece with his attitude 
produces words like "cheap" and toward his art. Compassion and irony 
"sensational." Mapplethorpe's work, are therefore irrelevant: If you stub 
because it is art of the first order, your toe, sympathy is what somebody 
sends you shuttling back and forth, else feels. 
trying fruitlessly to pin it down. He's In the seventies, Mapplethorpe 
an unsparing observer of the lower tried a little editorializing. The Whit-
depths, like Weegee; he's a classicist ney's show includes some of these 
enraptured with perfect form, like Ed- early pictures, which are often pre-
ward Weston. A dispassionate chroni- sented like sculpture. His then-girl-
cler of homoeroticism, he's also a pro- friend, Patti Smith, appears in a row of 
vocateur. His work is strong stuff, and four pictures mounted inside plastic 
the curious thing is its ability to be film packs; the fifth pack, unused, says 
powerful on many levels at once- DON'T TOUCH HERE, HANDLE ONLY BY 
some of them contradictory. £DOES, suggesting Smith's fragility 

Sex and death are the sore subjects and androgynous winsomeness. These 
of the eighties. On these issues, early pictures are set pieces-promis-
Mapplethorpe is much more than a FLOIAI. EROTICA: Tulips, 198'7. ing but self-conscious and labored, 
sympathetic documentarian; he has ------------ ----- like the work of many young artists. 
lived the life. The camera is a stand-in, a of Contemporary Art in Philadelphja. Mapplethorpe dropped his affectations, 
third eye through which Mapplethorpe · Mapplethorpe has ridden a cultural at last, in the seduction-and-sadomas
pursues a state of ferociously aestheti- curve that began in the seventies with the ochism photographs of the late seventies. 
cized desire-directed not just at men he various movements toward sexual libera- However upsetting, they have the whole
is interested in but at all beautiful sur- tion and now seems on a downward ness-the immediate integrity-of art. 
faces, whether skin or marble. Love, swing toward fear and death. AIDS is the Since then, he has avoided "themes." 
which might make room for the less than looming nightmare that gives these is- A Mapplethorpe photograph is a volup· 
beautiful, is not part of this horizon. Re- sues their urgency. To break taboos is tit- tuous visual experience, an ecstasy of de
lentless desire, clarified and rarefied by illating, but it is also dangerous and psy- tails, from the erotic terrain of dark belly 
the photographer's passion, expands like chically loaded. Mapplethorpe has skin to the hairs on the stem of a swollen, 
a mushroom cleud beyond its origins an walked boldly into areas still considered testiclelike poppy bud. In the eighties, he 
homoeroticism to implicate a decade in- risky outside the homosexual communi- has pursued seemingly separate subjects: 
dulging its obsessions (and fearful of the ty. When he left art school in 1970, he portraits, self-portraits, flower studies, 
consequences). needed images for his collages; he turned and eroticism. The portraits are excellent 

·Mapplethorpe's most devoted fans to male pornographic magazines. In the but rarely revelatory. His pictures seem 
tend to come from the art crowd; he can early seventies, he began to take his own to take off only when he has reached a 
irritate conventional photographers. I photographs, most of them in the near- climax of rapport, a state of emotional 
think it's because his working viewpoint pornographic mode. Some are very hard exhaustion, with his subject-even one 
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as presumably neutral as a flower. Map
plethorpe's flower pictures are as eroti
cally rich as his more explicit pictures. 
Tulips, from t 987, comes on like an ejac
ulation-framed to lend it the apparent 
timelessness of a painting. The flowers 
flaunt their sexual organs or their amaz
ing curves or their dangerous orchidy 
decadence or the way they grow tumes
cent and then die. They are beautiful and 
doomed. 

Perhaps half of Mapplethorpe's mature 
pictures have been sexually charged, He 
is the bull in the china shop of moral
isms, fully conscious of his power to de
stroy and eager to play the naughty boy. 
In some of his many self-portraits, he 
casts himself as the Devil, adding a tail in 
a manner that cannot be described in a 
polite magazine. Is there a taboo against 
black men and white women? Mapple
thorpe poses them together, black head 
buried in white crotch. Is he just a tease? 
Man in Polyester Suit is the kind of pic
ture you could warn your children 
against: Out of an anonymous, unzipped 
fly comes a brutally surprising penis, like 
the life force erupting in the midst of a 
Victorian garden party. 

The shock of Mapplethorpe's images is 
a belly flop into dark ice water. You re
experience the sexual uproar and physi
cal mystery usually concealed behind the 
zipper. We are bom in blood and gore 
and physical pain, and we die much the 
same way. Modem chemicals blunt the 
worst of the pain at either end and also 
some of the fears that haunted less shel
tered ages. Few of us now understand the 
desperate battle of, say, Augustine, who 
felt that the only way to master sex was to 
deny it; the soul must wrestle with the 
body's tyranny to claim some urgently 
needed room. 

Mapplethorpe's ruthless inquiry into 
frozen states of desire confirms the rea
sons for the taboos it breaks. It is, like 
much first-rate art, a disturbing plunge 
into raw experience-easily mistaken for 
an attack on bourgeois pretensions, 
which it is only s~condarily. Though crit
ics like Hilton Kramer think that skewer
ing the bourgeoisie is the true measure of 
the avant-garde, no great artist stoops to 
so petty an ambition. Mapplethorpe 
mows through moralisms because he has 
found a more primordial condition, one 
that implicates all of us in the death's
head specter of unrequited obsession. He 
has caught the spirit of his times with un
canny accuracy and crushing honesty. 
Somebody else is going to have to untan
gle the motives of the life-style he de
scribes. If the specter haunts future dec
ades as forcefully as it does ours, then 
Mapplethorpe's tough-minded pictures 
are going to take a permanent place in 
the history of photography. (945 Madison 
Avenue, at 75th Street; through October 
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Thomas, 1986, and Ken Moody and Robert Sherman. 1984: blunt facts, uncamy feelings and the electrical charge of the forbidden 

Leatherboy and Angel in One 
Robert Mapplethorpe s show blends the serene with the unsettling 

T he volume of his photographs that 
Robert Mapplethorpe published 

three years ago carried self-portraits on 
both front and back. There he was on 
one cover in a black leather jacket, sport
ing an updated biker haircut, with a ciga
rette dangling from his lips. It was the 
Mapplethorpe of whips and sexual appli
ances, the one who had careered into the 
art world in the late 1970s with images of 
homosexual sadomasochism. But on the 
back cover he offered a different version 
of himself, bare chested and slender, in 
pale makeup: the artist as breakable 
cherub, with a whiff of androgyny and 
maybe a hint of Pierrot, the pantomime 
clown. Perhaps it was this Mapplethorpe 
who made his other pictures, the volup
tuous orchids, the portrait faces glowing 
like bulbs in the dark, the riveting nudes. 

Of those two self-portraits, only the 
second is in the retrospective of Map
plethorpe's work currently on view at 
Manhattan's Whitney Museum of Amer
ican Art. But both spirits, the dark leath
erboy and the angel of light, preside 
jointly in most of the 111 works on dis
play. The obsessions with sex and death 
that are palpable in his scenes of heavy 
leather are still visible in the phallic tu
mescence and mortal shadows of Calla 
Lily, 1984. The straightforward but unre
al quality of the S-M images is there 
again in his portrait of Ken Moody and 
Robert Sherman, 1984--two hairless 
heads, one black, one white, an uncanny 
feeling built from blunt facts. After a 

while, even the taut compositions of 
Mapplethorpe's portraits start to look 
like another form of bondage. 

At 41, Mapplethorpe has been one of 
the most visible photographers of his gen
eration for a decade, but this year is a 
high-water mark in his career. The Whit
ney retrospective, which runs through 
Oct. 23, is his first one-man show at a ma
jor American museum in years. And in 
Decem1iff the Institute of Contemporary 
Art 1n P adel~hia will open a somewhat 
larger Matfilet orpe exhibition that will 
travel to cago, Boston and Washing
ton. With the era of sexual extremity now 
closed, some of Mapplethorpe's pictures 
look even more loaded and unnerving 

Self-Portrait, 1980: Inside looking out 

than they once did. But the durable quali
ties of his work are also appearing in 
clearer relief. 

For Mapplethorpe, the camera is 
mostly just a device for distilling images 
that correspond lo his obsessions. Some of 
the earliest pictures in the show, made 
soon after he finished studying art at Prall 
Institute in Brooklyn in 1970, are images 
simply torn from magazines and re
worked. Others are Polaroids of himself 
or Rock Singer Patti Smith, for years his 
muse. companion and fellow traveler 
through the New York City avant-garde. 

Thal early work is interesting but ten
tative. The real Mapplethorpe is the one 
who arrived on the scene suddenly in 1977 
with three Manhattan gallery shows. One 
was devoted solely to his S-M imagery, 
pictures that brought him quick notoriety. 
They were affronting but memorable, and 
hard to pigeonhole. At first glance they 
were in the venerable photographic tradi
tion of scenes brought back from exotic 
territory, like 19th century portraits of In
dians in full headdress. But the people in 
them were not foreign to Mapplethorpe. 
They were his friends and sexual play
mates. If this was documentary, it was 
from the inside looking out. 

Those pictures also brought to Map
plethorpe's basically conservative style 
the electrical charge of the forbidden. 
Take that away, and it becomes easier to 
see thal he has a classicist's taste for the 
symmetrical. the serene, the perfected, 
the imperishable. But against it he plays a 
romantic's fascination with forceful mate
rial that classical form cannot digest. In 
his male nudes, mostly of black men, the 
genitals present themselves with a frank
ness that explodes the composition. In his 



pictures of female Body Builder Lisa 
Lyon, the photographic conventions that 
ordinarily apply to the male anatomy
flexed muscles, sculptural Lighting-are 
used to confound every expectation of fe
male form. A picture like Thomas, 1986, a 
variation on Leonardo's image of a man 
inscribed within a circle, could be an em
blem of Mapplethorpe's work: vital force 
straining against formal bounds. 
· Mapplethorpe's imagery comes trail

ing a long pedigree, from the Yellow Book 
decadence of Aubrey Beardsley to Ed
ward Weston's peppers, from Cocteau's 
classical echoes and erotomania to the 
chiseled male nudes shot by George Platt 
Lynes in the '30s and '40s. It also indulges 
a fascination with style and surface that is 
very much of the present. Mapplethorpe 
trafficked expertly in the prevailing 
moods of the '70s and early '80s, the appe
tite for both glamour and decadence, high 
fashion and subterranean sex. That has 
caused him to be dismissed at times as a 

Calla Uly, 1984: twnescent beauty 

vendor of deluxe fantasy. But if his work 
has sometimes been complicit with the in
dulgences of the day, it was never fully in 
service to them. He never aimed for the 
lugubrious swank of Helmut Newton, 

whose corseted women can look like sale 
goods in a fancy furniture store. He never 
settled for the sexual salesmanship of 
Bruce Weber, whose boys live in a world 
made of equal parts Ralph Lauren and 
Leni Riefenstahl. 

The Whitney show takes on a special 
poignance from the fact that Mapple
thorpe is now in the midst of a debilitating 
struggle with AIDS; that the show contains 
so much work produced in the past year is 
a tribute to his powers. But boundless drive 
has always been at the root of his work. His 
imagery bears the stamp of passion, an aes
thete's passion, even in a century in which 
beauty has an uncertain status as a basis for 
art. Mapplethorpe does not care; he is a 
true believer. The poet Czeslaw Milosz, 
musing on the visible world, once . wrote, 
"Out of reluctant matter/ What can be 
gathered? Nothing, beauty at best." Map
plethorpe might agree, but he would add 
that beauty seems like magnificent 
compensation. -By Richard ~yo 
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I I COMPILED ·. BY AN DREW 0. ROBB . I I I \ 
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SELECTED ONE-PERSON 

EXHIBITIONS 
- :> . 

1976 
"Polaroids,• Llghr Gallery, New York. 

19n 
•Flowers,• Holly Solomon Gallery, New York. 

• Erotic Pic:nrn:s, • The Kitchen, New York. 

"Portraits; Holly Solomon Galle.ry, New York. 

1978 
"Film a.nd Stills,• Robcn Miller Gallery, New York: , 

Chrysler Museum, Norfolk, Virginia. Catalogue with texr 
by Mario Amaya. 

Langdon Street Gallery, San Francisco. 

Simon Lowinsky Gallery, San Francisco. 

La Remise du Pare Gallery, Paris. 

Los Angeles lnstirutc of Contempor~ry Art, Los Angeles. 

Corcoran Gallery of An, Washingto.n, 0.C. 

1979 
"Robcn Mapplethorpe: 1970-75, • Robcn Samuel Gallery, 
New York. 

"Contact,• Robcn Miller Galle.ry, New York. 

Galerie Jurka, Amsterdam. Catalogue with rext by Rein 
von der Fuhr. 

Tens Gallery, Houston. 

"Tr.idc Off" (with Lynn Davis), l.ntcmational Cc.ntcr of 
Photography, New York. 

I _. 
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1980 
"Black Males,• Gale.rie Jurka, Amsterdam. Caraloguc with 
text by Edmund White. 

Vision Gallery, Boston. 

"Robcn Mapplethorpe: Blacks and Whites,• Lawson/ 
DeCdle Gallery, San Francisco. 
. . 

In a Pl~.Brown Wrapper Gallery, Chicago. 

Sruart Gallery, Chicago. 

Conrrctype Gallery, Brussels. 

Van Reekum Museum, Apeldoorn, Netherlands. 

Fraenkcl Gallery, San Frnncisco. 
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with his rime, and his astute and memorable observations in 
our discussions of a vast spectrum of o rdinary and sublime 
matters. 

Janet Kardon 
Director 
Institute of Co1~tc1npornry Arr 
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JANET KARDON 

THE PERFECT MOMENT 

Robert Mapplethorpe's first one-person exhibition, at 
New York's Light Gallery, in 1976, was composed of l olaroid 
photographs of flowers, porrrairs, and erotic images. Twelve 
years later, the artist is still focusing upon these three 
traditional genres: the still life, the portrait, and the human 
figure. Circumventing the snapshot and documentary photo
graph, his astute social observations have included contempo
rary luminaries as well as radical sexual activities. He has 
extended photography's parameters by incorporating fobrics 
with photoi;raphic imagery in diptychs and triptychs, allowing 
his work to be perceived within the territories of painting and 
sculpture. Mapplethorpe's work docs not follow a develop
mental streak, but it docs appear predetermined. Since the 
midscvcnrics, the work has evidenced singularity and maturity. 

Mapplethorpe's range is extensive. He has photographed 
a single, elegant blossom as well as flower arrangements, black 
male models and a fcm:ilc bodybuilder, earthy portraits of 
the art world and glamorous celebrities. In his sclf-~rtraits, 
he has depicted himself as both gunman and dandy. He has 
collaged found-pornographic imagery, staged his own 
provocative misc-cn-scCncs, and, on occasion, portrayed 
children and landscapes. He has also created abstract wall 
reliefs, designed record album covers and furniture, and 
conceived shoots for liquor advertisements, fashion 
magazines, and deluxe interior design publications devoted 
to our more conspicuous life-styles. Within this spectrum, it 
is remarkable that Mapplethorpe's classical subjects, as well 
as his excursions into other contexts, exude a seamless and 
unique vision. 

Mapplethorpe first conceives his artworks as Polaroids, 
or s ixtc"·n- by twenty-inch silver prints, or Cib3chromc prints 
on paper, but some images, granted an afterlife, may reappear 
in a larger size or as platinum prints on linen. Certain subjects 
enter the realm of unique objects when they arc presented in 
precisely designed and well-crafted frames or in combination 
with fobrics in the diptych or triptych format. This exhibition 
is centered on the classic-JI themes-still lifes, portraits, and 
figure studies-and places special emphasis upon the unique 
objects. Some wall reliefs that do not incorporate photo
graphic images a_rc included as well. 

A committed formalist, determined to distill the most 
beautiful aspect of any subject, h\. work interacts with 
particular photographers who work under carefully con· 
trolled studio conditions. A. D. Colema n called this a 
"directorial mode," in which "the photographer consciously 
and intentionally creates events for the express purpose of 
making _images thereof." 1 Mapplethorpe's own collection, 
much of which he sold in 1982, focused upon formalist late
ninctccnrh-century and early-twentieth-century works, par
ticularly photoseccssionist and pictorialist photography.' His 
own images arc the prodigious offspring of Julia Margaret 
Cameron and Nadar portraits, ~sron vegetables, Man Ray 
condensations, Cecil Beaton black figures, and F. Holland 
Day youths, all effectively mutated into exquisite contempo
rary hybrids hy his cour:igc,ms attitude tow:ml scxu,ility :md 
an eighties imperative for significant scale. 

Mapplethorpe's di«-crorial mode demands specific arti
fice. Like Nadar, he takes most photographs in his studio 
against photographic backdrop paper. There is drama in each 
photograph; edges arc used as rhe perimeters of a proscenium, 
with subjects srrat<egically sited within th<ese boundari<Cs and 
c:iughr :1t a moment of absolute st:isis. Mosr 'sittl·rs :ire 
portrayed frontally, aligned with the ·camern lens, in direct 
eye contact with the photographer and, in turn, the viewer. 
Nudes generally assume classical poses. Flowers Mc not 
allowed an affinity with nature's organic chaos but arc frozen 
into perk-ct symmetry or a precisely balanced asymmetry. 
Mapplethorpe is a rigorous director; his austere studio 
conditions allow few of life's messy intrusions to clutter the 
sparse presentation of his subjects. Photographic inform:uion 
is severely limited; the photographer's aesthetic, which leans 
heavily upon proportion and composition, borrows from Mies 
van der Rohe: Less is indeed far more. Despite minimal studio 
backdrops, even stoic constraints, Mapplethorpe has pro
duced some of the most luxurious, seductive, and memorable 
images in photographic history. 

THE NUDE: Mapplethorpe first received attenl'ion, 
even notoriety, in the early seventies, for collages that in
corporated images scavenged from pornographic magazines. 
Thc'Se wcr; followed by his own studies of bl:tck male models. 

\ 
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It. is an enormous ch:illenge to photograph darkness, for 
the photogr:ipher's most reliable partner is ambient, directed, 
or reflected light. Mapplethorpe's specific skills enable him 
to manipulate studio light in order to capture the discrete 
texture and density of black skin-to chart :1 d:irk terrain he 
has ofren called "bronze." Although there are hundreds of 
such images, he h:is relied upon :1 mere h:indful of men :is 
subjec.cs, putting e:ich of them through :1 vigorous repertoire 
of classical poses interspersed with sexual :ind provocative 
postures. Often, they are called upon to role-play: co wear a 
crown of thoms; display themselves; or act out homosexual 
S & M events. TI,e black models are very black, and often 
arc portrayed against very 111hitc grounds, paralleling, even 
emphasizing, the inherent quality of bhtck-and-whire silver 
prints. Figures are startlingly volumetric, occupying their 
space so convincingly char the photographer might be holding 

. a chisel instead of a camera. 

Ajicto is one of Mapplethorpe's black models. There arc 
four studies of him crouched upon :1 pedestal, in frontal, rear, 
:ind side views, assuming the attributes of pedestal sculpture. 
The distance of the lens from the subject delivers the precise 
scale co ensure this impression. (Among Mapplethorpe's 
phocoscccssionisr works was a Baron von Glocden male nude 
in a similar classical pose.) Mapplethorpe's imposition of 
stasis and his proclivity for smooch-skinned, perfectly 
proportioned, if slightly rotund, models delivers the aura of 
classical Greek marbles. His brand new "artifacts" recall that 
moment in antiquity before the Romans le:med toward the 
idiosyncracies of portrait sculptu re. Idealized body frag
ments-an arm, torso, rear view-also underline Mapple
thorpe's affinity with the Greeks. But Greek c.1nons probably 
entered Mapplethorpe's work through modern derivations
a Minor White rear view of a male nude or a Walcry study 
of an outstretched am,, for example, both of which were in 
Mapplethorpe's photograph collection. 

\ 
One cannot avoid the homosexual implications of 

Mapplethorpe's work. Male nudes of any color or race when 
photographed by another male would invite this interpreta
tion, bur Mapplethorpe's signals may be more complex. 
Although his models often arc depicted in uncommon sexual 
acts, the inhabitants of the photographs assume gestures 
governed by geometry, and they are shown against minimal 
backgrounds. The underlying formal imperative of any 
Mapplethorpe i'1'age can sufficiently unsettle the viewer to 
activate a sense of disbelief, since the circumstantial evidence 
is contradicted by the presentation. How can the subject
stu ltified by symmetrical, frontal, canonical poses, and 
removed from real life by dramatic light of high contrast
really be homosexuality? 11,e scenes appear to be distilled 
from rc:il life; when dcvatcd ro an unnatural innocence:, rhcy 
create a frisson between thl!' lic1.·nrious suhj1.·cr of rh"· 

photograph and its formal qualities-that purih<'S, even cmn·ls . 

the prurient clements. This dialectic is underlined further by 
Mapplethorpe's use of rhe most incense whites and densest 
blacks. Depicting blatant sexuality in a pristine photographic 
language infuses these works with enormous impact and 
energy; the contrast between the subject and its manner of 
presentation allows rhc vit..-wcr the option of being l!'ithcr 

voyeur or connoisseur. In cirhcr instance, the im:1gc.s remain 
potent entrapments. 

TI1c display of Mapplethorpe's S & M photographs in 
the conventional gallery or museum environment c:111 b,: 
startling; it can also afford rlu: viewer c:onllicting signals. llut 
Mappleth.orpc may purposely use distraction as an antidote 
for sc.1talogical images. As Barthes noted, "Mapplethorpe 
shifts his close-ups of genitalia from the pornographic to the 
erotic by photographing the fabri c of underwear at very close 
range: the photograph is no longer unary, since I am interested 
in the texture of the material."-' A good example of this 
particular tactic is found in Mau i11 l'olyt•stcr Suit (19/l l ) 
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(p. 00), which shows the tursu of a man wearing a thn.'C· piecc 
suit. When the photograph is displayed on a wall a t the cus
tomary height, the penis extends from the open fly at eye 
level. The presentation mode is that of a clothing advertise~ 
mcnr, which makes the appearance of the penis even more un
settling. The photograph catches the viewer in a binary pull : 
The aaion cannor be percciv,-d unless the eye constantly darts 
in opposite d irccrions as in a tennis match, or, in this instance, 
between the mundane polyester suit and what outrageously 
prorrudes from its rrouscrs. Lurking wirhin the conception 
of such photoi;raphs is a cunning and urbane humorist, always 
ready to surprise and outwit the viewer. 

In addition to his studies of black male models, 
Mapplethorpe, between 1980 and 1982, produced more than 
one hundred photographs of Lisa Lyon, a Y(bite female 
hodybuilder and champion weight lift<,r.• Thei r a lliance 
afforJcd a ferti le opportunity to fo.:us upon gender am· 
biguirics, since both subject and auteur were in~linL-d to 
subvcn feminine and masculine stercocypcs. The result of the 
collaboration is a study in prcscnmtion modes. A bodybuilder 
is a disembodied performer; as the bodybuilder completes a 
routioe rcpcrroirc, the self is often sublimated amidst demon· 
strations of the body's feats. 

~13pplethorpc enlisted the common techniques o f 
theatrical artifice-costume, makeup, hairdos, props, light
ing- to transform his adapmblc sitter. Lyon cooperatively 
assumed a form idable lexicon of feminine personas, 
pun,ruateJ by unscrtling masculine inrcrjCL-rions. Even rhe 
tiile of the series, Lady, Lisa Lyon, has dua l implications. ls 
she a lady of rhe night, or a proper whire-gloved lady removed_ 
from any sexual inclinations? Mapplethorpe's photoi;raphs 
of Lyon arc reminiscent of Michelangelo, who endowed both 
sexes with mascu line musculature. But the Lyon s tudies 
demonstrnte, perhaps more than any of Mapplethorpe's 
pursui ts, his rnlents as an impresario, his ability to create 
images. Obviously, Lyon was a willing and malleable subject 
with theatrical aspirations, but the ransc of characters that 
Mapplethorpe elicited is remarkable: He discovered some of 
her latent pcrsonas and probably invented others. 

STILL LIFES: The s till lifcs arc primarily studies of a 
sinJ,;lt.· Ouw'-'r ur d usters of thl· s:111u.· v:1.ri1.:ty, rnsh.·fully arr!lllgcll 
in v:1~-s from rlu.· :1rrist's cullc..:tion :un i s hown against sparse 
backi;rounds. That he collects sfass and pottery containers 
invites a Freudian interpremtion. Arc these vessels analoi;ues 
for a desired bur missing anatomical part: the vagina? Arc 
these objcas sublimations fo r the stereotypical fe minine 
qualities of cnvelopini;, enfolding, embracins, comainini;? O r, 
since both men and women do collea containers, arc gender 
differentiations irrelevant? 

There arc several crucifix<-s as well as depictions of the 
Crucifixion in Mapplethorpe's collccrion. His cxhibicion at 
Robert Miller Gallery, in 1983, featured i;cometric wall reliefs, 
several of which were crosses. Yet, of all Mapplethorpe's 
subjects, the flowers offer the i;reatcst evidence of his Catholic 
backi;round. Most of his still-life compositions arc symmcrri-

cal; the Rowers occupy the center of the photoi;raph (and 
only occasionally will rhey peer in provocatively from the 
outer edges). Because flowcr:s arc presented in a state of 
absolun: perfection, they suggest a realm more sacred than 
profane. These blossoms seem to emerge from a rarified 
atmosphere in which Nature, like Heaven, is in array. This 
sense of orJcr infiltrate-,; every Mapplethorpe composition. In 
his home, every objca has its place. H is ri:markablc colk-ction 
of glass-and ceramic vaSL-s from the fifties is aligncJ on shelves 
in as dramatic a manner as his still lifL'S occupy the phoro
grnphic surface, or as 1>rcciscly as sa,rcd ohjccts arc sireJ on 
an altar. 

Neither a medieval icon nor a Mapplethorpe flower 
reveal much background information. Mapplethorpe's 
flowers, d ivorced from nature and set agains.o stark back
grounds, arc similar to such icons ~s a mcJicval Madonna 
depicted against an unnatural, golJ-roolcd gruu nJ, for 
removed from any earthly smudge. Without the slightest tinge 
of histo rical decay (flowers anJ fruits have traJ irionally hcen 
cnlistl."<I to evoke :1 v.initas thcmt.·), M:1r,plcthoq,c's flower~ 
arc always l.":lpturcJ at the mumcnrof pcdl·t.:tion. Each flower's 
petals, like slivers of alabaster, both absorb and emit light. 

Mapplethorpe portrays flowers nor as bcnii;n, pretty 
objects but powerful sensuous presences; the seductive 
rendering only thinly disguises their menacing undertone. In 
addition, the flowers that he chooses to photograph possess 
a symbolic puni;ency or threatenini; form: lili,-,;, cacti, baby's 
breath, birds of paradise, orchids. (The word · orchidft is 
derived from the L1tin root "orchis, ft which means · rcsridc. " ) 
These flowers achieve their place in Mapplethorpe's vo.:ahu
lary because of their iconic presence: A sini;lc lily's open petals 
may be read as an open hand or a manacle. His flowers emerge 
from darkness ro aggressively occupy the photograph's 
surfocc; .. thcir pcr:als thrust row:1rd the vil"ivcr; their Cn.!Ct, 
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larger-rhan-life smmens appear with the chilling unexpected
ness of an open swirchbl:idc. M:ipplerhorpe also crenred n 
series of wal~·relicfs rhar incorpor:ired knives :ind daggers, 
which he mounted disarmingly in heart-shaped fr.1mes. 

Arr:ingements of several flowers convey the abundant 
and 1111controllable growth of n jungle. His fascination wirh 
the dnrk side, with evil, mosr obvious in rhe figure studies, is 
manifesred as well in the flowers. On many occasions, 
Mapplethorpe h:is photogr:tphcd lilies-flowers rhar often 
carry a heavy, swecr scenr, but whose reproductive org:ins, 
pisril and stamens, protrude :iggrcssively from sharply pointed 
petals. This is the flower that symbolizes the Madonn:i's 
purity; for M.,pplethorpe, ir represents a seductive, perhaps 
demonic, Anrichrisr. His lilies, like many of his other s4bjecrs, 
are intention:illy bilingual. l 

PORTRAITS: Mapplethorpe's cdirioned portr:iits :ire 
primarily of figures prominent in the arts o r sociery.' His 
subjects :ire nor intended to represent the diversity of a "family 
of man, • bur under his relentlessly focused direction, rhcy 
mighr be part of the s.,me family rrcc.' 

The artist maintains control; each sitter becomes the 
avamr for his vision. Photographic backdrop paper shuts out 
rhe disruptions or irregularities of daily life, and only rarely 
docs an identifying symbol or iconographic baggage :u:com
pany a sirrer, as in rradirional porrr:iirure. Jusr as Andy W:lrhol 
thought everyone deserved fifteen minutes of stardom, 
Mapplethorpe provides rhe inimitable moment of glamour 
when he embeds each sitter inro history ar his or her mosr 
attractive. 

11,e imperfections of physicnliry-:1 prominent fcnrure, 
wrinkle, skin eruprion-nre polished and faceted by M:ip
plerhorpe's impernrives, yer he delivers renderings char nre far 
stronger rhan standard celebrity portraits. The masterworks 
he makes from nuances of social behavior or :1 si tter 's 

individual pr,:scnrnrion style pos.scss rhe subtle :rnd memorable 
power of. a Henry James d,aractcrizarion-wh,·rein d,·s,ri1>· 
rive derails accumulate slowly until they suddenly erupt in :i 
quiet yet powerful rcvel:uion. Mapplethorpe maintains 
control, bur he also engenders each subject with the confidence 
10 confront the camer:i :ind, hence, the viewer with forceful 
conviction. Unlike The Picture of Dorian Gray. a Mapple
thorpe portrait is more perfect than rhe sitter, and it will 
remain unch:inged-although the sitter may dcc.,y as the 
ravages of time, i(not evil, intervene. 

Most portraits arc t:iken in M:ipplcthorpe's studio; some 
subjects, though, :ire portrayed in tl,eir work or domestic 
environ menrs. Wh:ircver the location, a srnged quality 
mediates the sitter's personality and Mapplethorpe's vision 
inro perfect accord. Sus:in Sontag, in commenting on 
M:ipplcthorpe's portr.1i1s, observed rhar he por1r:1yed "nor 
rhe truth :ibour something, but the strongest version of it."' 
Actually, the strength of a Mapplethorpe porrrnir-:,nd 
wh:1tcvcr :.u1r:1 of vcrndry is convl•ycd-is the n..·sulr of precise 
procedures. Sirrers, like still lifos, have ro be prepared for 
presentation 10 the camera. M:ikcup must be :ipplie<l :in<l hair 
professionally combed; props :ire nor made :1v:1ilablc :ind 
individual gesrun.'S :ire nor encour:tgcd. Mapplethorpe sites 
the subjC\.'t :11 :, predetermined dismncc from the camera :ind 
directs her, or him, to ror:ite the head slowly-bur eyes must 
:ilways rem:iin fixed upon the lens. He hypnotizes, even 
mcsmeri1.cs, the subject, beckoning for the head to rum in :, 
ccrr:iin direction, :ind then somehow "moves" it, :is if b)· 
m:igncric force, in another direction: Thus, he caprun.'S his 
subjects at total attention, :ind, sil\Ce life's v:ig:iries a rc never 
permitted to mar the moment, sitters :,re portrayed, like the 
flowers, in their most perfect smte. These portr:iirs :ire not 
piercing distillations of each sitter's person:, but :, confirma
tion of Mapplethorpe's relentless vision, which allows 
depictions of rhe sitters that mirror tl,eir most perfect selves. 

Mapplethorpe's sclf-portr.1its, :is mighl\ b• expected, 
never c:itch rlie photographer off gu:ir<l. l'crson:is :ire :1J:1pted 
10 fulfill a current imperative: M:ipplcrhorpl' :is rr:insvesrite, 
le:1thcr-cl:1d gunman, horned devil, or bla.:k-ticd dandy. 
Wh:ircver rhc assumed role, an auitudc of challenge an<l 
aloofness emanates from the pose; ir is rhe viewer who is 
caught off gu:ird and ourstared. The urbane sophistication is 
there-the remarkable charm :ind :11>peal of the Jirccror, the 
auteur, the impn.-sario who makc'S th<· viewer the victim of 
his stare. This·srarc is no more effective rhan in a s4,.•)f.ponr:iit 

of 1988. From. the densest of <lark grounds emeri:c'S a rhin 
and pale, yet potent, pers011age. In his lunds, he ,bsps :, 
walking stick; irs h:indle is a skull. Side by side, both skull 
:ind face confront us. ~ mccr the eyes of Mapplethorpe, an<l 
the eye cavities of rhe skull, across an imme:isur:tblc ch:ism. 

It is true rh;u a consisrcnr vision permeates cvt..·ry 
M:ipplcthorpe photogr:iph, be ir sti ll life, nude, or portr:iir. 
Full-bodied flowers ,ts well as provocarivc 1110<.lcls deliver 
potent seductive messages; such sii:nals resonate rhroughout 
the works. Mapplethorpe makes a point of 110/ distinguishing 
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between his Oower studies an<l his pornogr.iphic imagery. A 
Aower-poised, open, awaiting the bee-is an analogue of 
sexual readiness. Black nudes, male couples, a bodybuilder's 
perfected body, Patti Smith's straightforwar<l gaze-they all 
offer themselves. Mapplethorpe uses the medium of photog
raphy to cransl:1te Aowers, stamens, stares, limbs, as well as 
erect sexual organs, into objets d'art. Dramatic lighting and 
precise composition democratically pulverize their diversities 
and conwrr them into homogeneous statements. Yet Mapple
thorpe's language is consistently contradictory. The Aowers 
exude beaury and danger, rhe nude black nlodcls epitomize 
purity and eroticism, the portraits convey truth and deception. 

Different subjects, Mapplethorpe feels, do not alter the 
essence of his phurugraphs, the perfection with which he 
cloaks every subject. What is the essence, the final message, 
of a Mapplethorpe photograph? There is a clariiy, a stillness 
(as if the subjc,r had been pl10togr.1phcd bt!{ore the photo-. 
graph was raken) th:1t imht,c-s each work with a sense of 
timdc.·ssnc.-ss: It isn't evening or morning, or early or late, or 
now or then, bur some moment, not just before, or during, 
or after. Mapplethorpe c.,ptures the peak of bloom, the apogee 
of power, the most seductive instant, the ultimate prc-scnr that 
stops time and delivers the perfect moment into history. 

J. A. U. Colcm.1.n, Sigl,1 lkmliugs: A JJJx,lograpby Crilic's Wri1i11gs l96S
/978 (New York: OxforJ Univet>ity rn:ss. 1979), 246-57. 
2. Pl,otosro1pbs /mm tbf! Collcctio11 of Rolx·rt A1.1/1plc1burpc (New York: 

Sothcby Parke 11<:mct Inc., 24 May 1982). 
.l. Rulan,11\:tnlu .. --s, /.'1 Cmm:n, I.Ju:M.1: R,·fl,·clious 011 l'lmto.t:r,,plry. Ir.ms. 

Kid1arJ Huw:1rJ (Nlw York: Hill ;rnJ W:rng, 1981), 42. 
4. The photoi;rophs wen: fc-Jtut<d in the book Lady. Usa '-1""· by Robert 
Mappll-"thorpc, with text by lint\.'-" O.atwin (N1..w York: Viking l'n."$S, l'J8J}, 
anJ :1n cxhibition the same year .it Leo Castelli Gallery, N\.'W York. 
5. Mapplethorpe differcmiarcs bctwct.-n his commissioned portraits :md 

thw:c he (1,.'\:ls an: qualifi1..,J 10 be proJua..-J in 1...Jitions: of ten. 
6. The exhibition ·The Family of Man; ar the Museum o( Modt-m An, 
195S, was :1 broad survey of physiologial,, social, and cultur.d types. 
7. Robcn Mapplethorpe, C,,rtain /'."Opie: A /look of l'artraits, prefucc by 
S,is:in Sunt:11,; (l>;.L..,1.t.k,1:1, C,lifurnia: Twdv'-•fn.'\."S Pn.-ss. 1985), n.p. 
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ROBERT MAP-PLETHORPE _I 

Although it's usually conceded that the creative imagina
tion comes from Eros {the life force), it is generany_pieferred 
that the connection be not too directly drawn, ~t least in 
polite company. In Freudian terms, the "civilized" mind feels 
a danger in coming too close·to the mental fumace

1 
where 

the primordial heat of raw desire threatens to scotch the 
sublimated ego. 

11,e fear is that Eros, the dark force of the id, will begin 
a guerrilla war against the reality principle, or social coptract, 
by which the ego makes a place for itself in the human 
community. In order to keep the social disasters of self
gratificarfon ar bay, while still getting some id-hear by 
association, the good· citizen turns to the artist, who, it is 
assumed, will court Eros with enough discretion to convert 
the process of sublimation into something pleasurable and 
socially productive. 

In the last decade or two-particularly since the sixties
this comfortable social contract has begun to bre:tk down. 
The mental price of self-repression.:....for women, bl~c;ks, gays,. 
Hispanics, or anyone else who courted invisibility for the 
"good" of the community-has proven to be unacceptably 
high. The rediscovery of Eros in recent years, therefore, has 
a political and social dimension. By returning to a primal 
state of desire, the sublimated self releases itself from bondage 
and acquires a new, consciously forged identity, perhaps in 
consort with a group of like-minded people. 

Rejecting any pact with polite society, Robert Mapple
thorpe has repeatedly stepped over into the domain of the id, 
ruthlessly recording what he secs there, in pictures that arc, 
by turns, elegant and disturbing. Mapplethorpe is, to my mind, 
the best cl:tssicizing photographer of his generation. He has 
done something that no one else quite expected him to do: 
He has proven that classicism and eroticism are not contradic
tory, that they are two poles of the same experience. Mapple
thorpe arrived at this complicated understanding by following 
his insrincrs. He began taking pictures at the end of art school, 
because he needed to incorporate photographs into his 
collage-installations. Very quickly, he realized that photo
graphs had an autonomous authority-they were a record of 
"true" experience. Through them he could touch "forbidden• 
acrs and states of consciousness, using the camera as an in-

i 
! 
i 

-, s c.:Umentof provocation-the more -pro~ocarive bccau.se its
' . ·-, images were real. 

I At the end of the seventies, Mapplethorpe made a 
' ·startliJJg entrance in.to the art world with his first mature 
•

1

1 photographs, which became only sl~htly less unnerving as 
time went on: bondage and discipDne between men, fist
fucking, leather fetishism, body-worship, and extreme states 

. of sexual arousal, including what seemed to be an endless 

I series of tumescent cocks sprouting out of unzipped flies, or 
' erupting from smooth black bellies. Sex was supposed to be 

a private matter between individuals, but Mapplethorpe saw 
it as the last frontier of self-liberation and freedom. He took 
some of his cues from pornography, which, by definition; is 
photography that steps 01c1tside the limits" of the socially 
acceptable. But, mostly, he wanted to look at what interested 
him in his own life. 

There is a kind of scxuality.:_the kind we think of as 
modern-that pursues self-interest to its limits, and sublima
tion be damned. Entering into the homoerotic life near chc 
end of the seventies, Mapplethorpe bce1me its chronicler. 11,e 
early photographs are not his best, precisely because their 
content is so blunt and unmodulatc4; they no,y seem some
what more interested in playing havoc with the r~rcssive self 
than in organizing th1.:msdvcs as images in their own right. 
They seem to have a secondary agenda. His work took on its 
greatest power, ironically, when M,1pplcthorpc recognized his 
classicism and allowed it co blossom. 

Since 1980, Mapplethorpe has produced several scrk-s 
of pictures; after which, it seems, photograpl\Y will never be 
the same. "Black males" forcibly put forward a formerly.taboo 
subject (for Caucasians, at lcast)-the sexuality of black men. 
Lisa Lyon, the feline bodybuilder, presented her ropy muscles 
and became the dark side of female liberation- the self
involved strong woman, full of erotic confidence and sexual 
cruelty. In social terms, these images arc striped with 
ambivalence and danger- a factor in their titillating appeal. 
In photogr<1phic terms, they pursue the purest perfection of 
surface-the beautiful grain of taut skin, the high-tension 
wiriness o(. pubic hair. Their cl<1ssicism. is a restatement of 
sexual fixation, a repeated entry into desire, a merger of the 
viewer and the subject. Mapplethorpe's pictures arc best when 

' -1< 
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cheir cool composure seems like a layer of ice over che sub-
liminal heat of the furnace. · 

Since the early days, Mapplethorpe has also produced 
poruaits and flower studies; neither group seems directly 
erotic at a casual glance. But his eye is driven to search out 
just the right decisive and enduring momenc. The belief that 
there is such a moment is one reason Mapplethorpe is a classi- . 
cist-the opposite, you· might say, of a naturalist such as 
Garry Winogrand, whose pietures plane themselves squarely 

But being a provocateur, he is noc averse 10 running guns 
into forbidden terricory. Mapplethorpe has been accused of 
racism in using black men as objects of titillation and arousal. 
Those arguments don't hold up in fronr of the pictures. 
themselves. As women well know, any object of desire assumes 
some of the stamp of the person desiring it. That is one of 

I 
the reasons why the expression of Eros is, potentially, so 
dangero.us for social ·peace: The desirer absorbs the "other" 

-into his own fantasy, and littlem:ttter what the "other• may 
think. But Mapplethorpe's black men arc the first, in my 

I 
memory of photographic history, to be given full dignity and 
equal stature as sexual beings-more equal, perhaps, than 

,. in the middle of flux. Unlike another paradigm, Edward 
Wescon, Mapplechorpe's classicism is Mhot" and sexual-the 
photographer has openly, rather than covertly, courted his 
model. 

Bue sex is only one sub.set of a condition . that is, by 
comparison, vast and cJJtwined in che li~ing nacure of 
existence. When Mapplcchorpe discovered desire, he sec 
himself o~ his way 10 maturity as an artist. The metallic 
"skin" of a Mapplethorpe photograph gets its erotic charge 
through its perfected, obsessive detailing-one's feeling that · 1 

the surface "breathes" through its silver pores. The gleam of 
lighc on a dark body, flowing slowly into the vortex of curly 

I 
I 

Mapplethorpe's whites, who tend to be a lictle '\erdy by com: 

I 
parison. The photographer obviously enjoys the flow of light 
eddying and rippling off polished dark bodies, just as he docs 

I the excitement of treading on .a rahoo (fea r of black male 
poceocy) daring from the · slave trade. By placing his black 
men on a pedestal, Mapplethorpe seems 10 be working over· 
time to violace white clichcs. Compare any of chese figures 10 
the pieture of Andy Warhol, his right shoulder jammed in a 
doorway, his skin dimpled like pmty, his crossed ha,ids 
covering his crotch like a fig leaf. h"air in the man's crocch, creaces a visceral, gutteral, pleasur

able shock. So it is with the perfect flaring arc of an orchid 
and leaf in a vAuce vase, or che blowsy cleg:mce of a drooping 
tulip. Flowers a~d fruit, yoii recall with a start, arc botanic.11 
organs of reproduction. A single pear in an empty background 
swells in slightly awesome fecundity, second cousin (from 
nature's viewpoint) to the swollen testicles of one of Mapple

thorpe's men. 
Photography, being a direct record of things in the world, 

is in a particularly good position to regiscer the fo~ms of 
desire. It is a process of two-way looking: looking at, and 
being looked at. M:ipplethorpe is a voyeur, and photography 
is a voyeuristic medium. l11e act of looking is, typically, the 
first st~p in sexual arousal, just as it is in making a photograph . . 
The onlooker looks, and the model, knowing he is being 
watched, looks back. There is an exchange, a flow of psychic 
electricity, a promise of pleasure. Running through Mapplc-

1 thorpe's nude pietures is an undercurrent o f eroticism that 
I suggests the photographer has just finished posing a lover. In 

I. the case of a more conventional portraic, perhaps of Susan 
Sontag, or David Hockney with Henry GcldZ'1hler (p. 00), 
the photographer's involvement is more subtle but no less 
fixated in the experience. He is alert to the grace and sensuality 
of gesture: S0nt.1g's wide-eyed sharp gaze, enhanced by the 
puff of gray hair that rises from her forehead like a stray 
thought; Lee Krasner, in her last years, as a kind of Everest 
of female maturity; Philip Glass and Robert Wilson swaying 
slightly in twin chairs, their· hands on knees in unconscious 
sympathy with each other's presence. The viewer and the 
viewed-the photographer and his subject-have shared an 
entanglement, a state of arousal, a mutual experience of 
subjectivity. It is that sense of Sl!bjective presence, of having 
been witnessed, that lifts Mapplechorpe's pictures beyond 

simple clarity._ _ __ ·- _ _ _ _ -··. 

Androgyny is the artist's stock-in-trade. To be able to 
fuse the dualities of existence into art, rhe artisc needs access 
to extraordinary or forbidden stares. Mapplechorpe is drawn 

, to exotic experiences, in part, because their capacity to arouse 
is still &esh (or else they would not be exotic). In a pair of 
self-portraits, he poses himself, first, in a leather jacket, 
macho-style, then nude, with eyeliner and lipstick. This 
statement lias several levels of meaning, but in che main it 
communicaces his willingness to live on boch sides of the line. 
He crosses gender to cultivate yet anocher state of arousal. 
He looks for passionate sensual engagement in every experi· 
ence. And so he delivers to photography an enlarged Jcfinicion 
of its usefulness as art. By merging the viewing "1"-in this 
case, himself-with the otherness of che object-a vase of 
chrysanthemums, let's say- he converts the object into a 
subject. That is, he invests this beautiful thing-in-che-world 
with an erotic charge that transforms it and ennobles it by 

I che passionace entwining of ics nature with rhe artist's. Perhaps 
I all truly creative people do something like this. Eros is 

I
I passion-life-passion-and arousal, whecher sexual or some 

ll)Orc general state. · I : Freud thought that Eros thrcacened social bonds, bm he 
was also aw:irc that sublimation, if pushed too for, rurns in 
on itself and, in anger and outrage at che repressions it has 
experienced, discovers the titillations ofThanatos. Then whole 
societies crash their way coward annihilation; as Germany 
did twice in this century, singing MDeutschland iiber Alles" 
in the trenches. MEros creates culture in his [sicl struggle 
against the death ins1inc1, • writes Herbert Ma reuse, in Eros 
and Civilization, adding that "it is the failure of Eros, lack 

I 
I ., 
i 
I 

of fulfillment in life, which enhances the inscincrual value of 
death.• You could argue wich Marcuse chat Eros fulfilled to 
an obsessive degree is also a kind of death, or, ai least, a 
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rcification of living desire. 
But artists arc not required to be moral guides, only 

illuminators; the roles, indeed, arc often opposites. The pulpit 
is nor Mapplethorpe's style; he has none of the moralizing 
bent, for instance, that characterized the modernist photog
raphers ar the beginning of this century. The willingness to 
live on the edge requires the eagerness to cultivate danger for 
its own sake, its Eros-enhancing acuity. Bur Eros made vivid 
betrays its other face, which is Thanacos. A new morbidity· 
has crept into Mapplethorpe's work of the last year or so. 
He has begun to photograph skulls, and to pose them with 
fragments of Classical statuary, which arc made to seem, 
interestingly, like cold white icons of desire. The portent of 
these pictures is chilling. The Greeks, of course, were the first 
in Western civilizat ion to erect a culture- a literature, an arr, 
a philosophy- around the homoerotic .. The Greek obsession 
with the perfect body, which is echoed in Mapplethorpe's 
quest for perfection, is given great weight by the obvious· 

,J 

antiquity of the surv1v111g fragments. 1-lomocroticism, 
Mapplethorpe suggests, h:1s been around since the beginning 
of the world. On the other hand, th('Se fragments have been 
damaged by forces beyond their comrol; they arc not whole, 
they arc broken asunder. Mapplethorpe is 100 subtle 10 lcr 
such weigh,ty issues interfere with one's experience of the 
photograph-the damage ro these beautiful Classical men is 
sometimes scarcely visible. But an alert observer knows it is 
there, and the observation brings',vith it pain. 

It 's perplexing-this tic between life and death. Must 
everyone-who lives on the edge necessarily stare over into the 
abyss? Is all personal liberation a form of social-or worse, 
private- suicide? Or does the pursuit of personal release offer 
the only long-rerm hope for the social health of nations? 
Those are big questions, and Mapplethorpe is not obliged ro 
answer them. But we can thank him.for giving us the art that 
raises them so brilliantly, and so indulgently. 

------·- ------
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DAVID JOSELIT 

ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE'S 
I 

I 
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POSES 

M:ippkthorpc confines himself 10 • world which some people might 6nd 
cmolion.ally crippled-one of 1cxu3I dcvi3tion, homoscxu.al ~do
m.a.soc:hi$m and the more extreme varieties or le::ithcr sex . ... ·Putting on• 
the bourgeois .3.ud iencc: is now, as it has been from the st.3.rt:, part o f 
M.3.ppk"thorpc's pcrson:1.1 

Homophobi3 i5 nor prim:arily an instrument for oppressing a scxu:ll 
minority; it ~ r:uhc:r, a powerful cool for quJ3ting the entire s:pcarum 
of male rdations. 1 

Craig OuJC11s 

The enormous popul:irity of Robert Mapp.lcthorpc's 
photogr:iphs is often cxpl:iined (or cxpl3ined away) as a form 
of sophisticated n:iughtincss. His frequent ch:ir:icterizarion 
as, in rhe words of one cri ric;, "the imp of the pcrversc•J is 
:in e:isy kind of dismissal: Ir l:ibcls him :i campy g:iy m:in. Ir 
is undeni:ible th:it M:ipplerhorpc photographs from :i position 
of sexu:il m:irgin:ility, but he occupies :i margin that h:is much 
to say to the center. As Craig Owens h:is argued, the social 
conventions of homoscxu:iliry arc me:int to regulate the 
behavior of all men, gay and heterosexual alike. It is 
Mapplethorpe's broader relevance that is typically denied to 
him-typically obscured by l:ibeling bim a subcultural 
fetishist-by ignoring the hauntingly unsr:ible vision of 
m:isculiniry and femininity his art proposes. Mapplethorpe's 
complex, compound dramatization of the int.crplay between 
sexual aggression and submission-in men and women, 
heterosexual and homosexual-is clearly evident in the 
relationship he establishes between his own self-portraits and 
the photographs of his models. 
· On the front cover of Mapplethorpe's Certain People:" 
A Book of Portraits is a self-portrait. The arrist is dressed in 
a black leather jacket and a dark, soft shirt. His eyes are 
narrowed, and a cigarette hangs from one comer of his mouth. 
The b:ick cover h:is :i second self-portrait. This time M:ipple-
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thorpc's h:iir is teased into :i wom:in's h:iirdo; his eyes are' 
open :ind his lips parted in :in unspc:ik:iblc expression of 
softness, imploring, :ind-pcrh:ips-fc:ir. His uppc.r torso is 
bare and strikini;ly resembles a wom:in's bre:ists. These 
photoi;raphs arc rcpc:ued, in reversed order, near the center 
of Ccrtai11 Peo(Jlc. As in :ill of his books, Mapplethorpe's 
presence, in from of the camera as well as behind it, brackets 
every representation. The book, full of pictures o f the famous, 
rhe glamorous, :ind rhe notorious, is liter:illy held between 
tw.; ex:iggcratcd conventions superimposed upon the body 
of rhc :irrisr: sullen, roui;h masculinity :ind vulner:ible 
femininity. Ir is :is though M:ipplethorpc tells us th:it every 
portrait in the book is some combin:irion, some special :illoy, 
of the rwo ~pure" sexual posrurcs that make up its covers, 
the two ends of his spectrum. 

Like photographers influenced by feminism, who have 
explored their position as women behind a camera-the very 
app:ir:irus th:it has done much to objcaify them-M:ipplc
thorpc has courageously crc:ited :i c.rirical sp:ice for the gay 
male photographer. He h:is" envisioned :i world in which · 
masculinity is nor stable but :i constantly shifting terrain 
berween hypcr:iggrcssivcness :ind submission-the space of 
Je:in Genet's Quercllc. The jump from M:ipplethorpc as :i 
cigarctrc,smoking, d:ingcrous-looking guy ro a dis:irmingly 
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seductive "woman ft (or the "woman• in a man) creates an 
anxiety that is prevalent not only among homosexuals. As 
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick has written in Between Men, her 
study of male bonding in ninctccnth-ccntury literature, "For 
a man to be a man's man is separated only by an invjsible, 
carefully blurred, alw:iys-alrcady-crosscd line from being 
'interested in men.'•• Mapplethorpe's two self-portraits, . 
which bracket all of the figures represented in Certain People, 
embody this anxiety of cro~ing boundaries-not only the 
apparently simple gender boundary between man and woman 
but also the line that exists within both men and women, 
between aggression and submission. 

In Lady, Lisa· Lyon, a book of photographs -o·f the 
bodybuilder Lisa Lyon, the interplay between phallic drive 
and passiveness-or guilt-,,-is enacted not on the body of the 
male photographer but the body of a woman. In Lady, 
Mappleth.orpe o rganizes sequences of images with a 
filmm:iker's narrative precision. Explosions of implied or 
potential violence alternate with calm, dassical images; kinky 
costumes and suggestive poses arc succeeded by high-fashion 
shots such as Lyon st:tnding with her head thrown back, in 
which she poses in an Isscy Miyake dress (p. 00). Lyon's 
persona (it is hnrd to rhi"k of this book as anything bur a 
work of fictioitf. like M:ipplethorpc's double self-portrait in 
Certain People, · is disturbingly bifurc:ited: She goes from 
"good" to "bad,• passing through various states of potential 
goodness and badness on the way. The frontispiece of Lady 
holds a double portrait of Lyon and Mapplethorpe, both in 
sunglasses with arms crossed, in the :ittirude of :i st:mdoffish, 
stylish young couple. The pronounced heterosexuality of this 
phorognphic epigraph is intcnsilied by their double dcdia
tions: "To my husband: for Lyon, and "To P:itti Smith,- for 
~fapplethorpc. Bcyqnd _!!lis first impression, the picture takes_ 
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on a sinister edge. Although one assumes that this is the one 
reprcscnr:ition in the book that captures the .. real" Lyon and 
tl1e "real" Mapplethorpe, their dark sunglasses establish an 
unbridgeable dist:tncc between them :md us: With their eyes 
obscured, they begin to look strangely :ilike; they become not 
a couple but twins. 

It is, therefore, always with the shadow of Mapplethorpe 
beside her (and, of course, literally in front of her) that Lyon 
runs through her rr:insformations. A sequence of pictures in 
the first third of the book is typical of its dynamic. Beginning 
with several nude and scminude photographs in the landscape 
-including one in which she is reclining on rocks (p. 00), 
where Lyon's pose is reminiscent of Edward Weston's nudes, 
and one memorable picture where she stands on the beach a 
little way into the water, like a freshly bathed Eve (p. 00)
Mapplethorpc esr:iblishes a kind of paean to the female body, 
informed by the history of twentieth-century photogr:iphy. 
This seductive vision of idealized femininiry, which is intcrcut 
in the series by further (seemingly masculine) idealizations of 
Lyon photographed in stock bodybuilding attitudes, is shat· 
tcrcd by the eruption of a two-page spread of Lyon girded in 
black bikini and scuba gear, startlingly reminiscent of cos· 
tumes of g.,y-lcarher subcultures. The fantasy is further de
veloped in two subsequent photographs in which Lyon wields 
a knife-first, in her scuba gear, and then silhouetted against 
a disc of light. This sinister interlude, which transforms Lyon 
from a powerful beauty to a hieroglyph of aggression, is wrc
solvcd, • ali;nost denied, by the next picture, in which she is 
represented as an apparcndy :ifflucnt wom:in sr:inding under 
the knifclikc snout of a stuffed swordfish. 

The wc:11-p:iccd narrative sequence of I.Acly is di.,racter
izcd by such dips into violent or aggressive fantasy. Bur the 
message remains clear that the pleasure of these fantasies is 
illicit, that they arc purchased with guilt. Nothing in the book 
expresses this so poignantly as the last double-page spread of 
photographs. The image on the left shows Lyon nude, her 
head visible but her face obscured by her hair, holding a pistol 
in her black-gloved right hand, pointed out of the piaurc. In 
the opposite image she points the gun at her own heart. Her 
:iggrcssion, her violence, her identification with the phallic, 
no longer dira:ted outward, is channeled into self-destruction. 
In the end, the chilling revelation of Lady is the for that 
sexual assertiveness transforms one into a killer. Alrhough 
this is the fantasy of Lyon's wcharacter," ~ is also, by 
implic:ttion, a. fascination of Mapplcrhorpc·s. Together, they 
create a persona that thrills in danger, and then repents. 

In the con.text of gay fantasy, the romance of the killer
who is also capable of submission (who will let himself be 
•shot")-once again recalls Genet's iconic characterization 
of Querclle, who is both a murderer and a passive lover. 
Mapplethorpe's self-portrait in a black leather jacket over a 
tuxedo shirr :ind white tie could be the image of a gentleman 
Qucrclle. He holds a machine gun, finger on the trigger, bur 
he imagines himself as a killer with an unexpected expression: 
His eyes arc more arresting than the gun barrel, a11d unlike 
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In Black Book, rhe drama of assertiveness and submis
sion, which was superimposed on Lisa Lyon in I.Ady, is 
explored through the bodies of black men. Mapplethorpe's 
small, enigmatic sclf-porrrair comes ar rhe very end of rhis 
book, not on the cover or frontispi<"CC, as in Certain People 
and I.Ady. Dressed in black tic (a different kind of black from 
the rest of the book) and looking very white, his head is turned 
away, but his eyes arc din:cted out, almost in, to the book. 
Mapplethorpe thcn:forc positions himself behind ilie extraor
dinary phallic display that makes up his work. Like his own, 
these phalluses-whether they arc literal penises, clenched 
fists, or shaved heads- arc in front of J;im. As in the 
extraordinary Man in Polyester Suit, wherc a figu~ d~d 
in a three-piece suit, h is face obscured, allows his large, · 
semicrcct penis to hang frocrr an open fly, the sequencing of 
Black Book implies a· violent eruption/erection of sexuality 
in a setting of middle-class composure. The suggestion of 
autobiography is compounded by Mapplethorpe's typical 
intelligence in creating rides with multiple meanings: Is this 
Black Book his little black book? · 
. The Black Book is nor so much a collection of portraits 
as a series of conventional images, some specifically rclated 
to srercotypcs of black men. Mapplethorpe has photographed 
his models as dassical nudes, jungle inhabit:tnts, athletes, 
allegorical figures, soldiers, and tough guys. Although these 
types arc easily readable- like the ones Lisa Lyon rehearses
they arc endowed by Mapplethorpe with enormous power: 
Their physical presence is immediate and unavoidable. Nor· 
only do most of his models have wcll-<levcloped_ physiques 
but many unself-oonsciously display large, scmiercct penises. 
The effect of their exposed sex is not truly pornographic, or 
even erotic; Mapplethorpe allows no sense of sexual play or 
arousal to intcrfcn: with our opportunity to look. U, in any 
sense, these pictures arc portraits, they arc portraits of some
thing that usually rcmains invisible: the phaUus. 

With few exceptions, these exaggeratedly phallic men 
look · out at the viewer- and at Mapplethorpe-with an 
expression of sullen threat, of suppressed violence. Far from 
inviting intimacy, they hold it at bay. In one picture, a nude 
Dennis Speight holds six calla lilies in the conventional pose 
of the Annunciation (p. 00). In ~pite of his apparent symbolic 
function-as one who am,ounc:es-Speight seems intent on 
withholding communication instead of sharing it. His mouth 
is set, his eyes a.rc stem; he grips the lilies in what amounts 
to a double fut. Speight is uneasy in his role as an allegorical 
figure: He seems about to explode. In other pictures, 
Mapplethorpe makes such an implication of hostility explicit 
In two pictures of Jimmy F~n and Charles Bowman, on 
facing pages near the end of the book, the men, half undressed, 
look rcady to assault. Even an apparcntly srraig)Aforward 
ponrait, such as the picturc of Roedel Middclton's head in 
three-quarter view, carries a suggestion of threat. 1 
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In the Blad Book, Mapplethorpe has combined powc.r 
with rage. His subjects look angry, but whether it is an anger 
related to their social oppression as black men or whether 
their fury is a metaphorical response to suspended o r muffled 
sexual aggression constructed by the photographer-whose 
anxiety-ridden, dandyish ~ lf-ponrait floats behind them
remains an open question. ln either case, in this sequence, as 
in his photographs of celebri ties or Lisa ),.yon, Mapplethorpe 
has est:iblished conventional postures in o rder to explorc a 
terrain of sexual anxiety. 

To look only at Mapplethorpe's cxquisitc:ly crafted single 
images and not at the shifting narratives he establishes, both 
in his books and exhibitions, is ro overlook a great ponion 
of his accomplishment. In his pho_cogrophy, r~c paradox of 
posing for the camera-its inhcrcnt combjnatiori.,..of aggression 
and submission-is developed from.a private anxiety to an 
iconic o r universal one. The message that Mapplethorpe . 
delivers is that the expc.riencc of any masculine or feminine 
identity is the sensation of an unst:tblc, constantly rcadjusted 
succession of poses. In his work, the crossing of boundaries 
between aggrcssion-or phallic drive-and submission is not 
simplistically developed as an opposition between m~culinity 
and femininity, it is experienced· as a drama that rakes place 
within the entire range of sexual identities-in man and 
woman, and in homosexual and heterosexual alike. 

l Edw:ud Luc:ic--Smith, .. Robert M:applcthorpc, • Art 011d Artisls (No-, 
mubcr 1983), 16. 
2. Cr;iig Owens ·Outbws: C:Jy Men in ffll\inism, • in Ai~, ;,, ttmi11ism, 
cdircd by Ali« jordinc ond Poul Smith (New York ond London: Mcthu,.,,, 

19sn,221. \ 
3. Ouistinc T•mblyn. "Poses :md Positions, Artwcel: (27 June 1987). 
4. Owens, "Ourlaws, • 2JI, I"'" of• quo<c from Salgwick tlut Owen. 
U$CS in his Ji5alss.ionof the n:l.1tioo.ship bctwl'!Cll homophobl3 ;mJ Ccminism. 
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' JANET KARDON i 

i 
I ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE -I 

j:mct Kardon intcl'\/icwed R9bcrt M:tpplethorpc at his home 
on West 23rd Street, in New York, on July 2 and August 13, 
1987. Mapplethorpe's home conrnins rem:irk:ible cbllcctions 
of 19SOs glass, mission furniture, and nineteenth-century 
photographs as well ru, his own works. The conversations 
took place arounJ :1 coffoc t:1blcdcsig1icJ by M:tpplcthorpc. 

Janet Kardon: When you and Patti Smith were together in 
the early 1970s, you both spent a lot of time at Max's Kansas 
Ciry. 
Robert Mapplethorpe: I finished art school in 1970, arrived 
in Manhattan with Patti Smith, and chc-cked into the Chclse:t 
Hotel for :1 year or year and :1 half. We had ihe smallest room 
in the hotel, but it was what we could afford; and.we had to 
pretend there was only one of ui because it was too small for 
two pc~1plc. \1,\: went ro M:tx's K:1ns:1s City almost'cvcry night. 
We h:td lots of Se:tl'\/es :ind chc.1p clothes, and one of the more 
exciting things to do was dress up. We'd sfr in the back room 
at Max's and nobody would t:tlk to us. New York is :t very 
d osed city; it takes a while before you can crack any of the 
people. Eventually, somebody c:imc over, and we got to know 
one person, then another person, and it just snowballed into 
us being accepted. Patti was doing readings :it the rime at St. 
Ma~k's, and I w:ts doing collages, starting to take photo
graphs, and also doing jewelry. l worked in scmipn:cious 

. stones and things chased in gold. Someone wanted to back 
me as :t jewelry designer, but I backed out. I didn't think it 
w:1s important enough. 
JK: Who was there? 
RM: All kinds of pc'Ople, but it was usually musicians, writers, 
trendy models, and some photographers-people who were 
becoming something that they never bcc:imc. There were drag 
queens anJ pc-oplc who were in Warhol movies, but were 
never really quite talented enough to do anything else. 
JK: You were making collages ·and fetish objects. Where did 
you go to art school? · 
RM: I went to Pratt, where I did collages. I was also making 
photographic objects with material from pornogr:tphie 
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magazines. At some point, I picked ·i,p ·a -c:imcra :11;d ·si:incd. 
mking erotic pictures-so that I would have the right r:tw 
material and it would be more mi¥, instead of using other 
people's pictures. That wos why I went into photogrnphy. It 
wasn't to take a pure photographic image, it was just to be 
able to work with ~1orc images. 
JK: When you met Sam W:1gstaff, were you using a camer,1? 
RM: Yes. I met John McKendry :i few years before that, and 
gor more involved wirh photography through him; h~ was 
the curator of prints, drawings, :ind photographs :it the 
Metropolitan Museu1i, • . Through him, i was exposed to 
photography in :1 way I had never been before, and I st:trK-d 
to look at the photogrnph :is :i form in.itself. 
JK: Wh~sc phorogr:iP.hs did you look at? 
RM: John did a show of the photosecc-ssionists th:tt was 
important to me. I think John bought me my first Polaroid 
camera. Even the earliest Polaroids I took have the snmc 
sensibility :ts the pictures I t:tkc now. Right from the beginning, 
before I knew much about photography, I ha<l the same eyes. 
When I first started mking pictures, the vision--1.vas there. 
JK: Thar's what I finJ so remarkable about ~-vtrything you've 
done-in :iny medium and any subject. Your work is very· 
consistent, disciplined, and ordcrcJ. 
RM: ~ II, unbeknownst to mysc_lf, I bcc:ime a phorographcr. 
I never rc:tlly wanted to be one in art school; ir wasn't a high 
enough :trt form at that poinr. But then I rcalizeJ that all 
kinds of things c:in be done within the context of pho1ography, 
and it was also the perfect mcilium, or so it seemed, for the 
seventies nnd eighties, when cvcrytliing was fast. If I were to 

· make something thar took weeks to <lo, I'd lose my enthusi· 
asm. It would hccomc an act of labor and the love would be 
gone. With phorogrnphy, you zero in; you put a lot of encri;y 
into short periods, short moments, and rhen you go on ro the 
next thing. It seems to allow you to function in a very 
contcmpor-.iry wny and still prodU<.-c the material. It :tlso 
allowed me to rravcl :ind still be proJuctivc. It just seemed 
io make a lot of sense. 
JK: Wh.at nbout Sam Wagstaff? Whntdo you think he brought 
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you, and what did you bring to him? 
RM: We had this great relationship; we exchanged informa· 
tion and aesthetics, and he opened up certain areas. 
JK: Was he interested in photography before he met you? 
RM: No, not really. And I w:is just barely interested myself. 
But at some point, we both became involved. 
JK: And so you formed a collect.ion together? 
RM: Initially, we both looked at everything, and then, at some 
point, I started doing my own work. He was buying things 
like a madman. He saw beaury· on every level, from the 
amateur all the way up-in postcards and everything. We 
were both living on Bond Street. On his way home, he'd stop 
by with shopping bags full of great photographs, .ind some 
not so great. He'd come over and want me to be h.is audience, 
and I was for awhile, until I finally said, "Sam, I'm taking 
my own pictures. I'll never take another picture if I look at 
these things." Anyone who is so visually oriented is going to 
re.:ich a point of saturation. I did learn a lot, and it was a 
great experience to be able to handle the pictures. Ofren, you 
see pictures under glass, and it's not the S'1me. 
JK: It strikes me that your sitters appear to be very well 
prepared, even staged. It's never a casual shot, but then, you 
citll photography fast. How long docs a photo session take? 
RM: Sometime(! need.to k~ow the people really well before 
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I can get pictures, so that in itself is time consuming; bur rhc 
actual portrait is done in two hours or so. 
JK: So it's about getting ready. Docs someone else finish? You 
don't do your own developing, do you? 
RM: No, but I have to get my head in the right frame of 
mind to look at contaccs and figure out which ex:ictly is the 
rigbt picture, and nobody can do that but me. 
JK: How many will you shoot to get the rigl1t one? 
RM: Usually live or six rolls. When I do commercial work, 
and I'm being paid a lot of money, I may stick extra film in, 
which isn't to say that I don't get to know the sitter. I may 
do ten for the commissions, because I think people want more. 
Part of being a photographer is knowing when the subject is 
exhausted. I've found that other photographers are not very 
sensitive to that; they go on, and they overdo it. When I would 
be bored, they're still taking pictures. You put out a certain 
energy for photographs, and photographers often arc not that 
sensitive to people. I think that pictures taken at rhc moment 
the subject feels most comfortable are the best. 
JK: I don't quite understand why, but if somebody is born 
Catholic and they no longer practice, they still say, "I'm a 
lapsed Catho1ic." Christian objeccs and imagery surround you 
in your home, and you've actually made crosses. How else 
doesth.:it feed into the work? Ordo you think itdocs:1t:1II? 
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RM: I thi!ik that it dO<!S in that being Catholic is manifest in 
a ccrt:tin symmetry and approach. I like the form of a cross; 
I like irs proportions. I arrange things in a Catholic way. But 
I think it's more subconscious at this point. 
J K: Is ir similar to the precise placement of ceremonial objects 
on an altarpiece? 
RM: Yes. The early fetish things were kinds of altarpieces, 
but you don't say you're going to do an altarpiece. 

Film is an arc.1 that I would like to be more involved in. 
I've talked to actors and directors, and I'm interested in doing 
a film with a good budget, but it doesn't have to be a long 
film. Up to now, the two films I've done arc'· really more 
experimental° and less than perfect, and I.find that frustrating. 
I didn't have the money for the right hair people or stylisrs. 
The one about Patti [Smith) is more interesting because it's 
definitely an underground film, and it was dorie'with the idea · 
of possibly doing a rough video. Every time I sec something 
in it that isn't perfect, I think it is an art film, but ybu shouldn't 
hide under that. 
JK: You've done stage sers, too? 
RM: I did a ballet with Lucinda Oiilds. It was really successful, 
bur it also suffered from a certain lack of perfection because 
rhe budget was small. Her work is very minimal; I added 
passion, in terms of color and lighting. She has real talent, 
but I think I made the work more palatable to more people, 
although I was criticized for overpowering whot Lucinda dO<!S. 
JK: Did she like it? 
RM: I think she was really happy with it. There were 
photographs flashed onto the backdrop. 
JK: Your photographs? 
RM: Yes. Pictures of Lucinda Childs's hands and flowers, 
done in hc:ivy gels. , 
JK: So many of your photographs arc frontal, similar to a 
trcccnro Madonna painting. You often use the word wpcrfcc
tion," and there is a kind of perfection about the work-a 
purity. It's often symmerric:il, and in this way it relates to the 
crucifix. 
RM: The work is very direct. I try nor to have anything in 
the picture rhar is questionable. I don't want anything to come 
in at an :rngle that isn't supposed to come in at an angle. 
JK: What do you mean? 
RM: I think my picrures arc rhc opposite of Garry Wino
grand's. 
JK: Would you ever take a snapshot? 
RM: I have, but it's nor wh;t I do b<:st. I phoroi;raphed a 
party once in the Caribbean. I hated it. You try to get some
thing out of it through a c:imcra, but at a party I want to be 
at a party. 

I just did a shoot in Louisiana, in the bayou. I don't 
want to be a wildlife photographer, but I wanrcd to do it 
once and sec what it was about. I went to the Bronx Zoo 
yesterday. The same magazin·e wanrs me to do the zoo, and 
that's going to be my next thing. I throw these ideas out and. 
then I'm stuck with them. You've got bars co deal with, and 
I guess you could certainly get inside, bur ... 

JK: Be careful. 
RM: I won't i;o into the polar bc:ir cai;c. 
JK: Thank you. 
RM: But it's a lot of work. I need new equipment, because 
you c:in't get dose enough in cerr:iin cases. Then I want ro 
go to a game preserve and photograph, but that's going ro 
be even harder. A lot of things sound better than they arc. 
Your whole life in rerrospcct may well seem great, but the 
reality of it is diffe.rcnr. 

You know, l sold my collection. I had a small collection. 
JK; Yes. Your collection and your work evidence the same 
vision. There's a purity to the flowers that makes them 
somewhat untouchable, removed, again Madonnalike, while 
the S & M pictures and the other sex pictures go to another 
extreme. (?o you sec them as different? 
RM: No, I don't really think so. I think that the flowers have 
a certain-
JK: Arc sexy? \ 
RM: Not sexy, but weird. don't want to use the word 
"weird, ft bur they don't look like anyone else's flowers. They 
have 3 certain arr:hncss to them, a certain edge that flowers 
generally do not have. 
JK: Do you think they're threatening? 
RM: That's not the exact word. But they're not fun flowers. 

'JK: No, they're not. 
RM: I don't know how to describe them, but I don'r think 
they're very different from body parts. Maybe I experiment 
a little more with flowers and inanimate objects because you 
don't have to worry about the subject being sensitive or worry 
about-the personality. I don't think I sec differently just 
bec:iuse the subject changes. I couldn't have taken certain of 
the early sex pictures if I wasn'r sensitive ro what could be 
in a given situation. I had to be flexible to the situations, and 
some of them arc more formal and conrrolled because I had 
the opportunity to do rhar. With flowers, I can always juggle 
things around. It can take cwo hours ro just ser up the lights. 
JK: Do you know what you wanr before yoc/ scr up? 
RM: No. If I dick when I'm doini; a Jay of flowers, I can i;er 
three or four picnires in one day. 
JK: One day you'll work on flowers, and on another wirh 
n1odcls? 
RM: I make an effort to. I get flowers sent to me, and I have 
ro shoor them thar day. Sometimes, I bring in a friend who's 
an art director to make it easi~r. When I've exhibited pictures, 
particularly at Robert Miller Gal)i:ry, I've tried to juxtapose 
a flower, then a picture of a cock, then a portrait, so that you 
could sec they were the same. I just would like people to be 
able to get the real meaning. I did a picturc of a guy with his 
linger up a cock. I think that for what it is, it's a perfect 
picture, bec:iusc the hand gestures arc beautiful. I know most 
people couldn't sec the hand sesrures, bur compositionally I 
think it works. I think the hand i;esturc is beautiful. What it 

. happens to be doing, it happens to be doing, but that's an 
aside. 
JK: ~r's look at ir another way. You bestow elegance on a 

·- ------·----
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·subject one would never consider as elegant-in the photo
. graphs of the cocks, for•example. One might not say a cock 

was elegant. r 
RM: I might. 
JK: All right, one might. In the heat of ardor, you might think, 
"That's an clqpnt cock." Normally, it's not a subject you 
would consider elegant. But you think of flowers as possessing 
an elegance, or refinement, and I think you treat the flowers 
lilce the cocks and the cocks like the flowers. 
RM: Yes, I think they're the same. A cock is more problematic 
when you're photographing, especially if you want it erect. 
You can't juggle th.e lights as much; and it's hard to reline the 
.photograph quite as much as you'd like, but I attempt to 
make just as relined a photograph as of one of the Bowers .. 
JK: Picasso continually returned to an artist-and-model motif. 
They are very much like sclf-ponraits, almost diaries, because 
his depiction of the artist changed as he aged, and the model I 
always resembled whomever he was in love with at the time. 
Are you involved in a similar way with your subjects? 
RM: Not really, because I'm not involved with some of the 
subjects J've photographed over and over again, such as Ken 
Moody. I can fall in love with the subject and not be personally 
involved. And I can photograph somebody that I don't like 
at all. There's one person in particular I photographed any 
number of times; as a person, he's horrible, but I couldn't 

I 
I 

. I. 

.··l 
take a bad picture of him. There was a sympathy in the studio, , 
but outside I couldn't talk to him. He was disgusting. I might I 
have flowers around and not bother to take a picture of them; · I, 

and I like vases, but I like them without flowers. If I put them 
together, I love taking pictures of them, but it doesn't mean 
I love flowers. When you're working with a subject, I think 
you have to love it, but you dor't have to love it afterward. 
I can do a commissioned ponrait of somebody who's not my 
kind of person at all. 

\ 

JK: So you have taken a picture of somebody you really didn't 
like? 
RM: Yes, I have, but I loved them when I was taking the 
picture. I think you have to unless you have a different 
approach to photography. I think you have to love when 
you're taking pictures. 
JK: Or be, fascinated. Diane Arbus would be fascinated. 
RM: I don't know; I think she probably had enough passion. 
In order to take your pictures, you have to like what you're 
doing at that rime. 
JK: I've been thinking of some earlier photographers, such as 
Man Ray or August Sander, in relation to your work. 
RM: I don't think I was influenced by what I've seen. From 
the early Polaroids, I had a style, a way of seeing. As time 
went on, I learned the history. You may be subconsciously 
influenced by what you've seen, and I've seen a lot. 
JK: How about someone like Edward Westo~ 
RM: Too dry for me. 
JK: Lartique? 
RM: I don't like the quality of his later prints. You present 
photographs on a gallery wall an_d t ry to make them hold the 
wall; sometimes I think photographs arc often better viewed 
held in the hand or in books. You don't sec all the sloppy 
handwork and retouching when fashion photographs arc seen 
in a m:igazinc .. Cecil Bcaton's photographs a rc seen better in 
reproduction. I m,:t him a couple of rimes. He wanted des
perately to be viewed as an artist. We went ·to look at his 
photograpli"s and all he wanted to show us was his sketches. 
And then someone like Man Ray, whose photographs I 
admire, didn't want to be seen as a photographer. When I 
first did commercial work, I worried all night about it, because 
I was getting paid, and I had to pk-asc all these people. I think 
Warhol is important. 
JK: I do,. too, and° I think he's still undervalued. 
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RM: No, he didn't have the respect that he deserved. I think 
you could go through lots of pictures of mine and say, "Well, 
that's like this artist and this one is like that artist.• Bur I 
would like to think that the influences are nor that strong. 
JK: I think your photographs arc more about sculpture than 
painting. 
RM: If I had been born one hundred or two hundred years 
ago, I might have been a sculptor, but photography is a very 
quick way ro see, to make sculpture. Lisa Lyon reminded me 
of Michelangelo's subjects, because he did muscular women. 
The best pictures have something I've never consciously been 
aware of before. 
JK: Do some things come upon you as a surprise? 
RM: Yes, sometimes I look at an image and I. think that 
everything's coming together. I know when I'm raking good 
pictures. I've always taken great pictures of Patti "Smith. · 
JK: ls it because of the chemistry between you? 
RM: It's that and something else. It's like raking drugs; you're 
at an abstract place, and it's perfect. 
JK: I thought the inst:illation of your one-person show :it 
Robert Miller was brilliant. ~as it deliberate that although 
Mercury :ind Lucy Ferry [p. 00, 00] were sired on facing walls, 
both subjects were sr:iring out of the window :it the- s:ime 

distant perspective point? 
RM: When you put together an exhibition, you arrange things 
according to how they visu:illy work on the wall. They may 
also work quite well across frQm one :inother. 
JK: But they were staring at the s:ime pl:ice in the distance, 
somewhere beyond the window. 
RM: But I didn't know that when I was raking the pictUres. 
JK: Did you know that when you were installing them? 
RM: Yes. . 
JK: I think the entire body o(your work is so carefully and · 
precisely controlled. The same sense of precision and clarity 
in the Robert Miller Gallery installation is evident in the way 
you display your own art and objets d'art collection. Recently. 
you worked with Harper's models, who routinely "present" 
themselves, but when you're working with people who are 
not accustomed to this, how do you make them present 
themselves? Or is that something yo·u even think about? 
RM: You're thinking about making.the subject feel comfort
able. Is that what you mean? 
JK: No, not really comfortable. I mean that certain moment 
when a face lights up or an actor rums on. There is something 
artificial about it, but it is also perfect. _ 
RM: In order to get people to that point, they have to be 
comfortable. 
JK: Let's talk ·about getting people comfortable. You do that 
very well. I think you have special skills with people. 
RM: Other photographers approach the whole thing differ
ently, bur as a photographer you're collaborating with the 
subject. You're doing something together, and if you can make 
the person feel like that, that's when it works. I'm onJJ half 
the act of taking pictUres, if we're talking about portrairure, 
so it's a matter of having somebody just feel right about 

themselves and about how they're relating t·u yon. Then you 
can get :1 magic moment our of them. In purtr:1i1s, 1aking the 
actual picture is only h:ilf of it; Jevcluping your pcrson;ility 
to a point where you can deal with all kinds of people- that's 
the other half. I think the gre:itesr portrait photographer of 
all time was N:id:ir, :ind he was prub;ibly one of the must 
interesting, if not the most interesting, photographers ever. 
You can tell by the way the subjects give themselves to the 
camera that they're not sitting in the company of anyone other 
than their equal. ll1cy're nor just doing something for " 
pictUrc; they respect the photographer. Of course, in N;idar's 
"time, it was often the first time t hey were being photographed, 
so that the whole experience was not just ;inother photo 
session, which unfortunately is the case rod;iy, because 

: everybody is so oversaturated with photography. It's not :1 
··secret, bur I w;int to get more our of a person than someone 

else might. 
JK: It seems to me you approach your subjects in a much 
friendlier way than someone like Diane Arbus, who looks for 
rhe strangeness in people. You really want to find the very 
best in your subjects. 
RM: That's the way I see it. I'm left with a diary of 
photographs I've t;iken over the years. I don't write, so that's 
it. I would rather go through the p:iges of my life, so to spe:ik, 
and see P.C()ple tl1e way I would like to have seen them. Some 
o{ them arc lies, some of them arc nasry people, bur they 
don't look nasty in the pictUre. But l would r:ither have a 
group of people tl1at I wouldn't mind meeting, if I had never 
met them, to look back on as opposed to :1 collection of 
people I di.dn't like. Th;it's my appro:ich. Some people who've 
written about me have commented on nasty aspects in my 
photographs-that everybody's scowling. I've read very 
negative pieces written about the kinds of people I photograph 
and the look I get out of people, but I don't see it that way 
at all. 
JK: In your own way, you make everyone beautiful. 
RM: Sometimes they're tough, but they're nov/,cople you 
would never care to know. 
JK: Obviously, the c;imera h;is a great ability to lie, but it's 
more di(ficult to make the camera lie if you have no backdrop, 
and if you h:ive isol:ited a single subject to put in from of the 
camera . 
RM: First of all, there's no voice, and the voice is important. 
If somebody doesn't have a nice voice o r :1 nice m:inner, it is 
eliminated, and if they have a gesture that you don't like, you 
just don't photograph that gcsture~r I don't. So, you c:in 
still lie. 
JK: Do you like that about the camcr:1? 
RM: Yes. Ir's seen as a lie, but it's my truth, so it's not :1 lie 
to me. In the end, it's what I remember, and I would rather 
h:ivc pleasant memories. 
JK: That's very well put. I know yo~'rc dealing with sexuality, 
bur it seems to me ro be a kind of pt\;tine, :ilmost rarified 
impression of the sexual experience. Sex is also messy and 
unprcdict~ble :ind more instinctive than the c.1rcfully con-
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trolled vista that you present. 
RM: Have you ever seen the XY2 portfolios? X portfolio is 
thirteen sex pictures, Y is flowers, and Z is blacks. The earliest 
of the S & M pictures a rc in the X portfolio. They're small, 
they're 8 by 10s mounted to cards, and they come iR a box. 
It may be interesting ro have a wall in the exhibition with 
three rows of X, Y, and Z-b11t three rows all in one mass. 
It will cover a spectrum, certainly of the sex stuff, which might 
be a good way to do it. When they're hung like that, it's like 
:i block. 
JK: That might make the point you :ilways allude 10: that 
you don't see any differences in your subjects. You don't think 
of one genre as being sexy and one :is be.ing pure. Why do 
you think they're all the same? 
RM: The same is that l'.m seeing them; it's my eyes that arc 
photographing them. Whether I look at a piece of bread or 
I look at ·a flower or I look at you, I'm not seeing any differently. 
JK: You said that you didn' t write, that your photographs are 
your diaries. Do you read? . 
RM: On rare occnsions. I read the Post, but, no, I'm not a 
reader. 

JK: Do you listen to music? 
RM: Quite a bit. I just rfy ro keep in touch with what's going 
on. · r' I 

JK: With new popular music? 
RM: Yes, I pay attention. I listen to it. But I'm nor a music 
freak either. I just take piaures. 
JK: I don't think of your work as simply part of a pure 
photography continuum, where many photographers come 
out of a literary background. They were English lit. majors, 
English professors, or writers. Their photographs arc often 
narratives or have a political point of view. 
RM: I'm nor typical. Thank God for that. Mine are just pure 
visual treats. (Laughter) 
JK: Are you aware of any stylistic or conccprual changes _in 
your work since the early seventies? I look at your work an·d 
I feel it's seamless; it has a consistent vision. Are there stylistic 
or conceptual changes I'm not aware of? 
RM: Not really. I think the work moves toward a kind of 
pcrfeaion. Over the years, the lighting has probably been 
controlled more, the precision is greater, bur basically the 
vision is the same. Ir's just a matter of relining. 
JK: All the subjcc:ts were there from the: beginning. You didn't 
suddenly decide to do portraits or flowers? 
RM: No, tl1ey're :ill the same. I haven't gone anywhere. 
(Laughter) 
JK: You speak about perfection. Nirvana is a kind of 
philosophic pcrfcaion. 
RM: Pcrfcaion means you don'r question anything :ibour the 
photograph. There arc ccrt:iin pictures I've r:ikcn in which 
you really c:in'r move thar leaf or rhar hand. It's where it 
should be, :md you c:in't say it could have been there. There's 
nothing to question as in a great.painting. I often have trouble 
with contemporary art because I find it's no r pcrfca. It doesn't 
have to be anatomically correct 10 be pcrfca either. A Picasso 

portrait is pcrfea. Ir's just not qucstionnble. In the best of 
my pictures, there's nothing to question-it's just there. And 
that's what I try to do. 
JK: I think you have 10 work with a camera for what you're 
sec.king. 
RM: It would be too ac:idcmic ro paint today. Ir would take: 

I 
. me a year ro make a painting. 

JI(; You spoke about a camera being fast, that one second 
would change something. 
RM: The camera's a pcrfoa medium for me. 
JK: In the Anne: Horton interview, Sam Wagstaff aligned your 
work with pop art. 
RM: I come out of rhar. I was in arr school when pop art 
was the rage. I was in academic art training at the time, and 

• I wasn't following the: trends; I was just do ing my thing. But 
since I come out of that time, the W:irhol influence is rherc. 
JK: Warhol in terms of subjca matter? 
RM: Not in terms of subjc:cr. I don't think I would have done 
what I've done if Warhol had not appeared as an influence 
at some time. 
JK: In terms of personality? 
RM: No, I think I was subconsciously influenced by Warhol. 
I couldn't have not been- because I think he's the most 
important pop artist- but I'm nor sure ho,\ 
JK: Do you like his photographs? 
RM: No, I don't even think he liked them. 
JK: I might have related your work to Lichtenstein's, which 
is very classical, hard-edged, pure, and clean. Warhol's a little 
more accidenml. 
RM: I'm "not talking so much about the product as the 
statement-I mean the focr that Warhol says "anything can 
be art, n and then I can make pornography art. I think 
Duchamp is probably more important though. Certainly, 
Warhol comes from Duchamp, which is the opening up of a 
way of thinking, of possibilities. 
JK: It's very imcllcaual, and it's not necessarily emotional or 
p•interly, or expressionistic. It's in rhe o ther direaion. Would 
you describe the black studies as being political, social, or 
intimate? 
RM: They're probably all of that, bur that's nor their intent, 
that's not why they were taken. 
JK: Why were they taken? 
RM: They were tnken lx.'c:tusc I hadn't seen pictures like that 
before. That's why one makes what one makes, bce:tusc you 
want to sec s6mething you h:iven'r seen before; it was a subjca 
that nobody had· used because it was loaded. It's no different 
than the pictures I. did of sexuality; I think it's the same kind 
of work. I know somebody in New Orleans who photographs 
black men; too, but nobody's done it the way I do it. 
JK: Do you put anything on their bodic-s? 
RM: ·No. Sometimes they want to, but that's not what I like 
rodo. I don't like all that-you mean, oil and srufflikc that ? 
JK:Ycs. 
RM: No. They sometimes insist on it, but I don't like it. 
JK: They do? 
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·RM, Bodybuilders put oil on their bodies. They think it defines· 
the muscles better, but I think it's much more interesting when 
!1 body doesn't h:ive oil. 
JK: The skin in yi,ur work has remark:ible texture. 
RM: Yes, bur I don't have any set formula. If somebody feels 
more comfortable putting oil on their body, I'm not going to 
stop them, bur I try to dissuade them. 
JK: Did Lisa Lyon? 
RM: In certain pictures. But th.;n, we were doi11g ·a whole 
book. 
JK: In some of them I believe she had graphite on her body. 
RM: Yes. In rhat case, we were trying to do every trick we 
could to have a book that worked, so i had no objection to 
any experimentation. 
J K: Do you do black figures because white people would be 
somewhat shocked by looking at nude black bo,lies, or 
beca~se black males might be considered sexual objeccs? 
RM: Why did I? I don'r know; I was attracted visually. That's 
the only reason I photographed them. Bur once I started, I 
realized there's a whole gap of visual.things. There have been 
great photographs of naked black men in the history of pho
tography, but they are very rare. Some of my favorite pictures 
happen to be the pictures of black men. I'm over that phase, 
I think; I'm not photographing anything naked these days. 
That isn't to say I won't again, but I haven't been conccnuat
ing on bodies recently. 

· JK: Arc you doing more poruaits? 
RM: Yes, and fashion work. I'm interested in experiencing 
the commerci:il photography world. I think it's at least as 
interesting. Once I've done something, I feel that I've done 
ir. I ger to a point where it's reperirive, another be:iutiful body. 
Also, you start s:iying, th:it one's not as good as the one I did 

two years ago, or I've alre:idy h:id the perfect people to 
photograph. I just recently uied to photograph a black man. 
He had a really good body, but I've shot better ones, so I 
started thinking in the mid,dle of the shoot, Why am I doing 
this? I've already done it. 
JK: Do you think there are things that haven't been said about 
your work that you would like people to rhink about? 
RM: No, I don't really think like that. I guess I'd like the 
work to be seen more in the context of all mediums of art 
and not just photography. I don't like that isolation. 
.JK: I think of your work as more like sculpture than painting. · 
Your images appear as if they mig~t have bc,n chiseled. A 
stillness surrounds each of them, as if each imagi;.wcre a piece 
of sculpture wirh its own space :irouud ir. 
RM: It is sorr of 3 lazy man's appro:ich to sculpture, but it 
would ~ rorally ridiculous ro sculpr~, marble roday. 
JK:. Jf it weren't ridiculous, would you like ro? 
RM: I couldn't sit still long enough to do ir. 11,e era is over 
for that. Maybe if ir was two hundred years ago, bur ir just 
doesn't make any sense· to sit srill long enough ro do an oil 
painting on canvas. Thar's why phorogr:iphy is so g~. You 
can concentrate for a short perioct·of time and really be 
involved, and then go on to something else and not be labored. 
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DEDICATION 
DEDICATION 

h is rhc Anisrs desire ro permeate existence 
He docs so by rhe power of his own prcscn.; 
And by will :1lone he brcarh,-s a work inro arr. 
As pumping air inro a balloon, rhar when·lcr go, 
permcar,-s rhc sky. · 

He secs perfection in a leaf or anocher mans 
psyche. He is a city of veins and lead; 
building and rebuilding chc same chapel, 
rhc same marble stairway . 

As one walks chcsc srair> :mJ looks around 
one nor,-s a sallcry of lighc wars. Thai is all. 
A ship dissolving inro an atmosphere, inco sea. 
And when nighc falls-chc lighc as well. 
And all disappears inro walls. No more 
luminous 1h:1n a moon. Composed of love 
and will alone. 

And rhe Arrisc docs indc.-d love. 
In love wirh his own pr0<.'C.'SS. 
Ir reaffirms his masccry, his mysccry. 
A ccsmmcnr of his own life force and also 
his gifc to humanity. 

Certain gifrs arc chosen and arranged in rccrospecr. 
The Arris! machetes a clear.mcc. Herc one can be spared 
che pain anJ rhc cxcravagancc of the emirc boJy and 
be transported by snaking thru a glincring fracrion. 

His gifcs, his children, travel beyond the eye 
and hand that spun rhem inro existence. 
A lifetime of work letting go 
of one who has weathered innocence. 
Pressed laurels upon intelligence 
All with the generosity 
of a transforming 
smile. 

Parri Smirh 
June 1988 
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Catalogue. 

"Matrix 80, • Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford. 

"Robert Mapplethorpe," Michae.l Lord Gallery, Milw:rnkcc. 

1985 
Galerie Daniel Templon, Paris. 

"Black Flowers," Galeria Comicos, Lisbon. 

"New ',itbrks in Platinum," R_oberr Miller Gallery, New York. 

Betsy Rosenfield Gallery, Chicago. 

Fay Gold Gallery, Atlanta. 

Michael Lord Gallery, Milwaukee. \ 

"Recent Works in Platinum," Fraenkcl Gallery, San 
Francisco. 

1986 
"Robert Mapplethorpe: Photographs 1976-1985," Austra
lian Center for Contemporary Arr, South Yarra, Victoria. 
Catalogue with text by Paul Foss. 

Betsy Rosenfield Gallery, O.icago. 

Texas Gallery, Houston. 

"New Photographs,• Palladium, New York. 

1987 
Robert Miller Gallery, New York. 

Julia Gallery, New Orleans. 

"Robert Mapplethorpe 1986, • Raab Galcrie, Berlin; 
Kicken-Pauscback, Cologne. C.,raloguc with interview by 
Anne Horton. 

Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco. · 

Obalnc Galerije, Piran, Yugoslavia. C.1talog11c wirh 1cx1 by 
Germano 0.:lanr, 

Galerie Pierrc:Hubcrt, Geneva. 

Galcric Fra_n<;oisc L,mbcrt, Milan. 

1988. 
"Robert Mapplethorpe," Stcdelijk Museum, Amsterdam. 
C.,ralogue with text by Els Barents. 

"Mapplethorpe Portraits,• National Portrait Gallery, 
London. Catalogue with text by Peter Conrad. 
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"Robert Mapplethorpe,• Institute of Contemporary Art, 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Catalogue with 
text by Janet Kardon, David Josclit, Kay Larson, and Patti 
Smith. Traveled to Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago; 
Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.; Wadsworth 
Atheneum, Hartford; University Art Museum, University of 
California, Berkeley; and Institute of Contemporary Art, 
Boston. 

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York. Catalogue 
with text by Richard Marshall, ct al. 

"Photographicn~ (with Thomas Ruff), Mai 36 Galcrie, 
Lucerne. · 

Robert Miller Gallery, New York. 

Hamiltons Gallery, London. 

Galcric Jurka, Amsterdam. 

SELECTED GROUP 

EXHIBITIONS 

1973 
"Polaroids: Robert Mapplethorpe, Brigid Polk, Andy 
Warhol,• Gotham Book Mart, New York. 

1974 
"Recent Religious and Ritual Art,• Bueckcr and 
Harpsichords, New York. 

"Group Exhibitioo, • Bykert Gallery, New York. 

1976 
"Animals,• Holly Solomon Gallery, New York. 

1977 

documenta 6, Kassel, West Germany: Catalogue with text by 
Manfred Schncckcnburger. 

1978 
"The Colltxtion of Sam Wagstaff,• Corcoran Gallery of Art, 
Washington, D.C. Traveled to St. Louis Art Museum, Mis
souri; Grey Art Gallery and Study Center, New York Univer
sity, New York; Seattle Art Museum, Washington; University 
Art Museum, University of California, Berkeley; and High 
Museum, Adanta. Checklist by Jane Livingston. 

"Mirrors and Windows: American. Photography Since 
1960," Museum of Modem Art, New York. Traveled to 
Cleveland Museum of An, Ohio; Walker Art Center, Min
neapolis; J. B. Speed Museum, Louisville, Kentucky; 
Museum of Modem Art, San Francisco; Krannert Art 

Museu;;,, University of Illinois, Champaign; Vi;gin i_a __ _ 

Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond; and Milwaukee Art 
Center. Catalogue with text by John Szarkowski. 

"Rated X, • Marge Ncikrug Gallery, New Yo~k. 

1979 \ 
"People Watching,• Museum of Modem Art, Art Advisory 
Service, New York . 

. "Attitudes,• Santa Barbara Museum of Art, Santa Barbara, 
California. Catalogue with text by Fred Parker. 

"Artists by Artists,• Whitney Museum of American Art 
:_,--Downtown, New York. 

"American Portraits of the Sixties and Seventies,• Aspen 
· Center for the Visual Arts, Aspen, Colorado. Catalogue with 
text by Julie Augur. 

1980 
"Secret Paintings (Erotic Paintings and Photographs),• Jehu 
Gallery, San Francisco. 

"Presences: The Figure and Manmadc Environments," 
Fr!!edman Gallery, Albright College, Reading, Pennsylvania. 
Catalogue with text by Bruce Shefte!. 

"In Photography, Color As Subject,• School of Visual Arts 
Museum, New York. 

"Quattro Fotogra6 Diffcrenti," Padiglione· d'Artc Contem· 
poranea, Milan. Catalogue by Carol Squiers. 

"New Visions,• Carson-Sapiro Gallery, Denver." 

"The Norman Fisher Collection," Jacksonville Art Museum, 
Jacksonville, Florida. Catalogue with_ text by Tccj Castle, 
Htl ~ 

1981 
"Marked Photographs,·. Robert Samuel Gallery, New York. 

"Autoportraits Photographiques," Centre National d'Art ct 
de Culture Georges Pompidou, Paris. 

"New York, New Wave," -Institute for Art and Urban 
Resources, P.S. 1, Long Island City, New York. 

~Land/Urban Scapcs," Islip Town Center, Islip, New York. 
Checklist with text by Jeanette lnsbcrman. 

"Inside Out- Self Beyond Llkencss,• Newport Harbor Art 
Museum, Newport Beach, California. Traveled to Portland 
An Museum, Oregon, and Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha, 
Nebraska. Catalosuc with text by Lynn Gamwcll. 

1981 Biennial Exhibition, Whitney Museum of American 
Art, New York. Catalogue. 
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•figures: Forms and Expressions,• Albright-Knox Art Gal
lery, Buffalo. C:tmlogue with text by Robert CoUingnon and 
Biff Henrich. 

"US Art Now," Nordiska Kompaniet, Stockholm; Gotes
borgs Kunsanuscum, Gotesborg. C:tt:1.logue with text by 
L:ars Peder Hedberg. 

"Surrealist Photographic Portraits: 1920-1980, • 
Marlborough Gallery, New York. C:tr:ilogue with text by 
Dennis Longwell. 

•instant Fotografie," Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam. 
C:tmlogue with text by Els Barents in collaboratio·n with 
!(arcl Schampcrs. 

1982 
•Counterparts: Form and Emotion in Photographs,• Met
ropolit:1n Museum of Art, New York. C:ttalogue with text 
by Weston J. Naef. 

•Tue Black Male Image," Harlem Exhibition Space, 
·New York. 

•faces Photo.sraphcd," Grey Art Gallery and Study Center, 
New York University, New: York. C:ttalogue with text by 
Ben Lifson. · 

"Points of View: Museum of Art, University of Oklahoma, 
Norman. C:tralogue with text by Sam Olkinctzlcy. 

documcnra 7, Kassel, West Germany. C:ttaloguc with text by 
Rudi Fuchs. 

·La Photographique en Amc!riquc," Galerie Tcxbraun, Paris. 

·Llchtbildnissc.,- Rhcinisches Landesmuseum, Bonn. 

•Tue Erotic Impulse,• Concord Gallery, New York. 

•Portraits," Concord Gallery, New York. 

"Intimate Architecture: Contemporary Qothing Design,• 
Hayden Gallery, List Visual Arts Center, MaSS:1chuset1S Insti
tute of Technology, C:tmbridge. C:tr:ilogue with text by 
Susan Sidlauskas. 

1983 
Photografic Galerie, Diisseldorf. 

"Three-Dimensional Photographs,• C:tstelli Graphics, 
New York. 

"Presentation: Recent Portrait Photography,• Tah Museum, 
Cincinnati.-C:tr:ilogue with text by Janet Borden. 

"Phototypcs," Whimey Museum of Amcric:in Art Down
town, New York. Otccklist with text by Philip Hotchkiss 
Walsh, er al. 

"Drawings, Photographs,• Leo Castelli Gallery, New York. 

' 

"Self-Portraits,• Linda Farris Gallery, Scanle; Los Angeles 
Municipal An Gallery. C:tmlogue with text by Peter Frank. 

·Photography in Americ:i 1910-1983, • T.1mpa Museum, 
Aorida. C:tr:ilogue with text by Julie M. Saul. 

"New Art,· Tate Gallery, London. 

•New Perspectives on the Nude,• The Foto Gallery, Wales. 

1984 
" Investigations to, Face to Face: Recent Portrait Photog
raphy,• Institute of Contemporary Art, University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. C.1calogue with text by Paula 
Marincola. 

"Twelve on 20 x 24, • org;111i1.cd by New England Founcb
tion for the Arts, C:tmbridge. Travek-J to Gallery of the 
School of Fine Arts, Boston; Westbrook College, Portland, 
Maine; Fitchburg Art Museum, Fitchburg, Massachuscrrs; 
Smith College Museum, Northampton, Massachuscns; and 
Honolulu Academy of Arts, Hawaii. C.1calogue wirh text -by 
Jon Holmes. 

"Rower As Image in 20th-Century Photography,• Wave Hill, 
Bronx, New York. C:ttalogue with text by Linda Macklowe. 

"Tcrrae Morns," Foundazione Amelio, Naples. C:tmlogue 
with text by Giulio C:trlo Argan, er al. 

"ludical Photography: The Bizarre Image,• Nexus Gallery, 
~danr:i. qiraloguc with rext by Eric D. Bookhardt. 

·Portrait Photography," Delahunty Gallery, Dallas. 

•Sex,• Cable, New York. 

·Sex-Specific: Photographic Investigations of Contempo
rary Sexuality,• School of the Art Institute of Chicago, 
Superior Street Gallery, Chic:igo. C.1talogue with text by 
Joyce Fernandes. 

·Still-Life Photographs,~ Jason McCoy lnc.) -lew York. 

"Allegories of the Human Form: A Photography E.xhibit," 
Dowd Fine Ans Center Gallery, State University of New 
York, Cortland. 

I "The Heroic Figure," Contemporary Arts Museum, Hous-
• .,- ton. ,Traveled.to Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, Tenncs· 

sec; Alexandria Museum/Visual Art Center, Alexandria, 

I 
Louisilna; ana Santa Barbara Museum of Arr, Santa Bar
bara, California. C1taloguc with text by LinJ~ C.1thc.1rt 
and Craig Owens. 

·~nd Salon of Montreal Art Galleries,• l'abis des 
Congrcs, Montreal. 

1985 
"Five Years with 'The Face,'" Photographers' Gallery, 
London. 
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"Image, Ins ight: Photographic Intuitions of the 1980s," Islip 
Art Museum, E:tst Islip, New York. 

"Nude, N::ikcd, Stripped,• Hayden Gallery, List Visu::il Arts 
Ccnte.r, Mass::ichusetts Institute of Technology, C::imbridge. 
C::it:1logue with text by C::irrie Rickey. 

"Beautiful Phowgraphs, • One Penn Pl:t2'1, New York. 

"The New Figure," Birmingham Museum of A.rt, Al::ibama. 

"Messages from 1985, • Light G::illery, New York. 

"Picture-Taking: ~-cgcc, Walker Evans, Sherrie Levine, 
Robert Mapplethorpe,• Mary and Leigh Block Gallery, 
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois. C.,ralogue with 
text by William Olander. 

"Entertainment,• Josh Baer Gallery, New York. 

"Flowers: Varied Perspective:;," Patricia HL-csy G::illery, 
New York. 

"Beauty," Palladium, New York. 

"Big Portraits,• Jeffrey Hoffcld & Co., New York. 

Fraenkcl Gallery, San Francisco. 

"Self-Portrait: The Photographer's Persona 1840-1985," 
Museum of Modem Art, New York. 

"Home Work,• Holly Solomon Gallery, New York. 

1986 
"OSO Bay Biennial,• Corpus Christi Stare University, Texas.· 

"Rules of the Game: Culture Defining Gender,• M.cad i\rt 
Museum, Amhe.rst College, Amherst, Massachusetts. 
C::italogue with text by Judith B::irter and Anne Machon. 

Edwynn Houk Gallery, Chicago. 

"intimate/lNfIMATE, • Turtnan Gallery, Indiana State Uni· 
versity, Terre Haute. C.,ralogue with text by Charles S. 
Mayer and Bert Brouwer. 

"Sacred Images in 5<.·cular Art,• Whirney Museum of Amcri
cin Art Downtown, New York. 

Bentler Galleries Inc., Houston. 

"A Matter of Scale,• Rockland Center for the Arts and Blue 
Hill Plaza Associates, Pearl River, New York. 

"Contemporary Issues 111,• Holman Hall Art Gallery, Tren- . 
ton St:1te College, New Je.rscy. C::italogue with text by Lois 
Fichner-Rathus. 

"The Sacred and the Sacreligious : Iconographic Images in 
Photography," Photo Resource Center, Boston. 

"Invitation: La Revue Parkert, • Centre National d'Art er de 
Culture Georges Pompidou, Paris. 

I
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,, 

"Midiown Review,• lmcrn:uion:11 C,·111cr nf l'hu11.1i;raphy/ 
Midtown, New York. 

"Staging the Self," National Pon rair Gallery anJ l'lymou1h 
Ans Centre, London. 

"Art & Advertising, Commercial Pho toi;raphy hy Artists," 
International Center o f Photography, New York. C., taloi;uc 
with text by Willis Ha rtshorn. 

"The Fashionable Image: Unconvemional Fashion l'hoioi;· 
raphy: Mint Museum, Charlotte, North C::irolina. Oita· 
logue with rcxr by Henry Barendse. 

1987 
"Portrait: Faces of the ' 80s, • Virgini::i Museum of Fine Arts, 
Richmond. C::italoguc with text by George Cruger. 

"II Nudo Masdtilc Nella Fotogrnfia 19th- 20th c.," 
Commune di Ravenna, Ravenna, lt::ily . 

"Lcg;icy of Lii;ht, • lnternation::il Center of Photoi;raphy, 
New York. 

"Of People and Places: The Floyd and Josephine Segal 
Collection of Pho tography,• Milwaukee Art Museum. 
C::iraloguc with text by Verna Poscver Curtis. 

1988 
"First Person Singular: Self-Portrait Photography, 1840-
1987, • High Museum at Ceorgia-P::icific Center, Atlanta. 
C::iralogue with text by Ellen Dugan. 

" Fotofcst 88," Houston. 

"Return of the Hero," Burden G::illery, Aperture Foundation, · 
New York. 

"Flowers," Gr::ind Rapids Museum, Michigan. 

"Lifelike," Lorence-Monk Gallery, New Yor~ 

Barbara Gladstone Ga llery, New York. 
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SELE.CTED. BIBLIOGRAPHY 

SELECTED . .PROJECTS AND 

BOOKS BY THE ARTIST 

"Mixed Media (()." Unmu;,ied Ox, no. 4 (1976): 12. 

. ·still movinglpatti smitb. Blade-and-white film directed by 
the artist, 1978. 

Wit.h Josephrf<osuth; Lawrence Weiner, and Kathy Acker. 
"Portmits ... ,; Artforum ( Mny 1982): 58-69. · 

"Cinq Photographies.• Cahiers de l'Energumene, no. 2 
(1983): 29-36: 

With text by Bruce Chatwin, foreword by Sam Wa~tafi 
I.Ady, Usa Lyon. N~w York: Viking Press, 1983. 

The Agency. New York: Hardison Fine Arts Gallery, 1983. 

I.Ady, Lisa Lyon. Color film directed by the artist, 1984. 

With Susan Sont:1g. Certain People: A Book of Portraits. 
Pas.,dena, C:ilifomia: Twclvetrccs Press, 1985. 

"Hc:ids and Flowers.• The Paris Review (Spring 1985):27- 35. 

"Robert Mapplethorpe." Pboto/Design (August 1985): 44. 

Curator with Laurie Simmons. "Split Vision.• Artists Space, 
New York, 1985. 

Black Flo1vers. Madrid: Fernando Vijandc Galcria, 1985. 

"Robert Mapplethorpe.• Parkm 8 (1986): 109-21. 

With Paul Schmidt. Artbur Rimbaud: A Season in Hell. New 
York: Limited Editions Oub, 1986. 

With text by Richard Marshall. 50 New York Artists. San 
Francisco: Chronide Press, 1986. 

With Jan Fabre. Tbe Porllt!r ofT/uatrical Madness. London: 
Institute of Contemporary Arts, 1986. 

With Lucinda Childs. Portraits 
0

in Reflection. Dance project, 
Joyce TI1catcr, New York, 1986. 

With foreword by Ntoz.,kc Shangc. Black Book. New York: 
St. Martin's Press, 1986 . 

· ~Fashion Studies in Black and White." lnte~ie1v (~arch 
1987). 

lntroducrion by lkuroh Takano, interview by David Hcrsh
kovits. Robert Mappletborpe. Tokyo: Parco Co., 1987. 

With text. by Els Barents. Ten by Ten. Munich: Schirmer/ 
Mosel, 1988. 

SELECTED ARTICLES 

AND REVIEWS 

Albright, T. "The World of Decadent Chic.• San Francisco 
Chronicle (1 May 1980). 

Anderson, Alexandra. "Tl1c Collectors." Vogm, (March 
1985): 304-6. 

Andre, Michael. "'Recent Religious and Ritual Art' (Buccker 
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and.Roy~.D,cndler.• Ari News (March 1974): 107. 
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Eye. • House and Garden (May 1986): 84-87. 
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Bas Roodnat, D. "Mapplethorpe's Foto's Met Onderkocldc 
'Power.'" NCR Handclsblad (Germany) (23 May 1979). 

Berg, Andre. "Lisa Lyon: lnstantes Musdcs par Robert 
Mapplethorpe." Phot-O (France), no. 188, 83-84. 

Boettger, S. "Black and White Lc:ithcr." The Daily Califor-
11ian (11 April 1980). 

Bondi, I. "The Yin and Yang of Robert Mapplethorpe.• In
rerview. Print Letter (Swii:zerland) Uanuary-February 1981): 
9-11. 

Bonney, Oairc. "The Nude Photograph: Some Female Per
spectives." Womc11's Art )011mal (Fall/Winter 1985-86): 13. 

Bourdon, David. "Robert Mapplethorpe.• Arts Magazine 
(April 1977): 7. 

Bulgari, Elsa. • Robert Mapplethorpe.• Interview. Fire Island 
Newsmagazine (3 July 1978): 22. 

Burg, Lester. "Blarantly Subtle.• GaysWt!ek (23 April 
1979): 8. 

- -. "The Art of Being Gay." CaysWt!ek (24 June 
1979): 22. 

Burnett, W. C. "Ex-Painter Gets in Focus with Camera.• 
The Atlanta Jounuzl (2 April 1982). 

Bush, Catherine. "Still Life in Motion.• Theatre Crafts 
(February 1987): 32-33. 

Buder, Susan. • Revising Femininiry. • Creative Camera 
(September 1983): 1090-93. 

Catalano, Gary. "Pictures of Sculpture Vision.• Tb~ Age 
(Australia) (12 February 1986): 14. 

C:iujolle, C. "Une Photographic Trcs Musdcc." Li/J!ration 
(France) (29 April 1983). 

--. "Robert Mapplethorpe: Black, White and Square." 
Beaux Arts Magazine (France) (November 1983): 64- 69. 
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view. Varda, (Spain) (May 1984): 20-23. 

---. "Gli lnfcri Fotogralici." Tc1,11a Celeste (Italy) 
(October 1984). 

---. "Los lnfcros Fotogralicos: Mapplethorpe y Witkin. • 
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America (November 1981): 171-72. 
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(April ~88). 
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Filler, Marrin. "Robert Mapplethorpe." House and Garden 
Uune 1988): 158-63. 

Fischer, H. "C.1lculatcd Opulenc~: \ obert M':wplethorpc." 
Artweek (21 November 1980). 

Flood, Richard. "Skied and Grounded in Queens: New York1 
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Foster, Hal. "Robert Mapplethorpe, Holly Solomon Gal· 
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